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THE HOMOSEXUAL PLAGUE 
M a j o r Stano ' s a r t i c l e i n t i ie A u g u s t issue, w h i c h , by 

coincidence, was accompanied by my report on the rape of children 
by perverts, raises the problem of the amazing epidemic of male 
homosexuality that has afflicted this hapless country and others in 
recent decades, and has finally brought its own biological sequel in 
the invariably lethal disease that is improperly called "Acquired 
Immunity Deficiency Syndrome," although it is a viral infection, 
not a syndrome, and should be designated by a specific medical 
name, such as 'aphylactosis.' 

W i t h i n the compass of this article, I can do no more than indicate, 
as concisely as I can, relevant considerations that must be taken Into 
account, i f we are to discuss the problem rationally. 

I f we are to talk sense about this subject, we must begin by 
recognizing that male homosexuality, w i t h which we are alone 
concerned here, has been practiced in all societies and by all 
races from the earliest times, and w i l l continue to be practiced 
through the foreseeable future; and that there is nothing we can 
do about that. A n y attempt to legislate it out o f existence is 
simply nugatory, 

In our world, until recently, the perversion was relatively rare and 
the men who indulged in it scrupulously observed the Eleventh 
Commandment ("Thou shalt not be found out.") In a civilized society 
there is much truth in the French proverb which teaches that, for all 
1. After I suggested this name, I learned that in some cases the dire 
malady attacks the brain without producing anti-bodies, thus seeming 
to leave the immune system unimpaired, but it would still be true that 
the infection of the brain occurs because the individual lacked a physi
ological protection against it. The disease could properly be called the 
African Plague, since the preponderance of available evidence indicates 
that it originated and became epidemic among Congoids, and was 
transmitted to our race by perverts so degenerate that they copulated 
with niggers. 
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practical purposes, se'cret sins are not sins.^ A n d the circumspection of 
the men involved was corroborated by our instinctive Nordic sense 
that individuals are entitled to a decent privacy in their private lives: de 
gustibus non est disputandum. 

What is phenomenal is the sudden epidemic of homosexuality in 
the United States (and other Aryan nations). It has, of course, been 
fostered by the racketeers of the public schools, eager to dehumanize 
our race by sabotaging children's minds; it has been artfully 
disseminated by hirelings, such as Kinsey^ and similar "sexologists," 
and popularized by journalists so debased that they were willing to 
prostitute their mother tongue by calling perverts 'gay'; and it has, of 
coutse, been cunningly fostered by our domestic enemies, who wish to 
hasten the disappearance of the race they hate above all others. But all 
of these factors, although they greatly conttibuted to the spread of the 
epidemic, seem inadequate to explain so drastic a perversion of the 
biological instincts o f male Aryans. The tapid spread of the infection 
would be more explicable i f there were some biotic cause, oddly 
analogous to Immunity Deficiency, which acted to neutralize or efface 
the normal instincts of males of our race, but no such virus has been 
found. 

There has been a recent attempt to show that the cause of 
perversion is physiological and genetic. Simon LeVay of the Institute 
fot Biological Studies in San Diego reported that examination of the 
brains of thirty-five individuals, most of whom had died of "AIDS," 
nineteen of the known perverts (a number too small to be statistically 
probative), showed that the clumps of hypothalamic cells in interstitial 
nuclei of the anterior hypothalamus-3 are much larger in perv^erts than 
in normal men. The area of the brain involved is known to trigger 
sexual emotions and reactions, but you must remember (a) that the 
obsen'ed difference may be a physiological change induced by the 

2. "Pecher en secret n'est pas p6cher; ce n'est que I'ficlat qui fait le 
crime." The proverb is often cited from Molifere's Tartuffe, where it is 
expanded into three lines, concluding with "ce n'est pas pecher que 
pScher en silence." 

3. On Kansey's work for the Rockefeller Foundation, see Liberty Bell, 
February 1992, pp. 14-21. 

4. See Science News, 21 August 1991, p. 134. 
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practice, (b) that, as i n all such determinations these days, we must 
sadly wonder whether the data are genuine or fabricated by an 
investigator or his assistants, and (c) that such an explanation, even i f 
valid, does not make the disgusting creatures who agitate for "rights" 
for perverts less a menace to our society. 

There is, however, a real biological factor that our contemporaries 
seem determined not to mention. The intricate process of human 
genetics, involving the almost random combination of diverse and not 
necessarily compatible genes i n the formation o f Individuals, 
sometimes brings forth beings who are abnormal and even monsters. 
In a l l races and even among savages, genetic anomalies not 
infrequently produce creatures that are anatomically male but deficient 
in masculinity and with some female instincts, most commonly shown 
by transvestism, i.e., an urge to wear female clothing and adopt 
feminine manners. Such unfortunate creatures are the result o f 
combinat ions o f Incompatible genes, l ike s imi lar but more 
conspicuous malformations, such as dwarfs, giants, and most 'Siamese' 
twins..^ 

That effeminate males, many of whom are physically incapable of 
normal sexual intercourse wi th females, are the result of genetic 
aberrations, is proved by their ubiquity. I f you consult the works o f 
reliable anthropologists (distegarding the large part of "anthropology" 
that is today merely a vehicle for Marxist shams), you wi l l find that 
such creatures are found in all human species. In some tribes o f savages 
5. The more grotesque malformations are usually concealed from the 
public, now that real and simulated monsters are no longer exhibited 
in sideshows. Teratology is an unpleasant and even revolting subject; 
its extent is exhibited in Schwalbe's Morphologie der Mipbildungen, 
which was published in several volumes at Leipzig, if I remember cor
rectly, in the early years of this century. There are doubtless later 
manuals, but I have not seen them. If you wish only to shock yourself 
by surveying the hideous variety of human monsters, from hermaphro
dites to, e.g., a woman with normal arms and four legs, you will find a 
choice collection of horrible photographs in Martin Monestier's Les 
monstres (Paris, 1978), of which there is an English translation enti
tled Human Oddities (New York, Citadel Press, 1987). These are ana
tomical monsters. There is a psychological teratolgy, dealing with 
equally horrible deformations of mind and instinct produced by combi
nations of incompatible genes, but it awaits objectively serious investi
gation. 
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or barbarians they are tolerated, more or less contemptuously; in 
others, they are, as ominous genetic abnormalities, put to death; and in 
yet others, they, like epileprics, are believed to be evidence of 
supernatural intervenrion in human affairs and accordingly privileged. 

In our race, such epicene individuals may (or may not) be quite 
intelligent and have respectable artistic talents. Some seem to be 
content with their innate deficiencies, but some—^we do not know in 
what proportion-—^wish to be treated as women, dominated by virile 
men. They thus form a copious supply of potential catamites at the 
disposal of more virile perverts. 

(Needless to say, this biological phenomenon must not be 
confused, as the witch-doctors o f psychiatry often do, with the normal 
male instinct to follow an admired leader, nor yet with genuine 
friendship between two men, which can be affectionate without being 
in the least sexual.) 

The current claim that homosexuality is genetic and innate is 
verified so far as catamites are concerned, and we can only conjecture 
why the many apologists for perversion, who would have us believe 
that it is "natural" and guiltless, even estimable, so carefully ignore the 
one genuine datum that can be adduced in support of their pretense. 

There is no evidence whatsoever—-nor even a reasonable 
theory—-to support a contention that a tendency to homosexual 
perversion is innate or genetically induced in men who are not 
deficient in virility. O n the contrary, all the evidence indicates that 
when virile men become addicted to such perversion, it is obviously an 
acquired vice, like addiction to heroin or cocaine. A l l individuals are 
strongly influenced by the norms of the society in which they live and 
especially by the conduct of associates whom they regard as their peers, 
and it is true that in our rotting society perversion has been made 
fashionable—in some circles, indeed, virtually requisite. That is 
especially obvious today among the twittering "intellectuals" who 
infest New Jerusalem-on-the-Hudson. One thinks of Jess Steam, who 
tells us, in The Sixth Man (New York, Doubleday, 1961), that "At a 
Park-Avenue cocktail party, given by a magazine editor, I was amazed 
to find that o f all the males in attendance, I was the only 
nonhomosexual." 
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That, however, does nor explain how a perversion so repugnant to 
the normal instincts o f men of our race could become so fashionable, 
even in a society polluted by the presence and even dominance of 
other races. 

The Puzzle 
What makes our problem so difficult is the fact that the perversion 

is s i m p l y incomprehens ib le to n o r m a l Aryans—at least, to 
uncorrupted Nordics. 

One can, of course, see why the perversion could arise among 
men, especially coarse and brutal men with physiologically strong 
sexual impulses, when they are, for long periods of time, excluded 
from access to women.'' A good example is provided by B. R. Burg in 
his Sodomy and the Pirate Tradition (New York University Press, 
1985). The subject o f the book is restricted to pirates acrive in the 
Caribbean and adjacent seas during the Seventeenth Century who 
were of British origin (although their crews often incorporated the 
riff-raff of other nations and races), so the findings are especially 
significant as pertaining to our race. They may be extended, 
mutatis mutandis, to many comparable situations in which the 
disgusting practice of homosexuality is explicable. 

What we cannot explain is men who prefer males to women. In otur 
race, among Nordics at least, normal men find it flatly impossible to 
6. The fashion noted by M r . Stearn is of relatively recent origin. At 
comparable parties which I attended as a young man i n the 1930s, 
perverts were probably present but certainly not in evidence. I was 
particularly impressed, however, by the force of fashion i n such circles. 
I remember that I was taken to one such party by the editor of a 
popular magazine and his mistress; both extolled the host, who was an 
intellectual leader because he had been the first i n their "crowd" to 
acquire a small sloop for sailing on Long Island Sound—and the first 
to become a Communist. 
7. There is, of course, an obvious analogy to the situation of male colo
nists far from their homelands, such as the Spanish conquistadores 
and the early Dutch settlers at the Cape of Good Hope; they naturally 
took native women as companions, and i n those circumstances their 
miscegenation was a crime only because they engendered mongrels 
whom they permitted to live—and even that may be forgiven, since 
they were influenced by Christianity and lacked the genetic knowledge 
to foresee the consequences of their acts. 
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understand how a virile man could prefer intercourse with a male to 
intercourse with women. 

If you wish to test your own power of understanding, do so with 
a case in which you are strongly prejudiced in favor of both parties 
concerned. 

Oscar Wilde was imprisoned and effectively ruined when he was 
convicted under a law that the Parliament had enacted only a few years 
before. Violating the spirit of the unwritten constitution of Britain at the 
behest of those perennial pests, social reformers, including, of course, 
many holy men who wanted to advertise their strict morality while 
confident they could keep secret their own vices. It was, Eirthermore, a 
preposterous law, because it could never be enforced, except in very 
unusual circumstances, as when it was used against Wilde to gratify the 
malice of the Marquis of Queensberry, so that it principally served to 
encourage and enrich blackmailers. The victim of that outrageous law, 
Wilde, was a brilliant wit and a literary genius of a fairly high order, who 
embellished both English and French literature with works that will not 
be forgotten so long as we are a literate people. Young Lord Alfred 
Douglas was an accomplished poet in his own right, and in his later years 
a sagacious and patriotic Englishman, who understood, far better than 
most of his contemporaries, the plight o f Judaized Britain and 
courageously strove to avert the insanity of the contrived war against 
Germany. Now, bearing in mind the high respect you must feel for both 
men, read aa unexpurgated edition of De profUndis wi th care and 
scmpulous attenrion, and then decide whether you can understand the 
"love that dares not speak its name," except as an incomprehensible fact. 

Such relationships violate the instinctive morality of our race. 
So unlikely did it seem to the learned Jesuit, Jean Hardouin 

(1646-1729), that a man could prefer males to females that he came to 
the conclusion that male homosexuality had been invented.by the 
Christians to permit monasticism. T o maintain this thesis he had, of 
course, to shovel away a mountain of evidence, and he did so by the 
desperate expedient o f claiming that all ancient literature that 
mentioned or alluded to homosexuality had been forged by the 
Christians to make their perversion seem respectable.^ 

8. See especially his Prolegomena ad censuram veterum scriptorum 
(Paris, 1696). 
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The atritude of the ancient Greeks may be inferred from what must 
be the original version of the story of Lai'us.^ Having been warned by an 
oracle that he would be slain by his son, he determined to frustrate fate by 
never having sexual intercourse widi a woman. When he was a guest of 
Pelops, he undertook to teach the latter's son, a winsome lad named 
Chrysippus, to handle horses and drive a chariot. While teaching the 
graceful boy, Lai'us thought of using him as a substitute for a'woman. H e 
abducted and raped the boy, who, ashamed of his indelible disgrace, 
committed suicide. LaTus was thus the inventor o f both male 
homosexuality and the special form of it known as paederasty.'^'' Thus did 
the Greek mind explain the origin of an otherwise inexplicable vice. 
9. Lai'us was a descendant of Cadmus, who, you remember, founded 
Thebes, peopling it with an autochthonous population, sprung from the 
dragon's teeth. According to the tradition, Cadmus came from Phoeiu-
cia, bringing with him the Phoenician alphabet. Presumably, therefore, 
he was a Semite, but the Greeks did not think of him as an alien, and 
it is entirely possible that the notion that he was a Phoenician came 
from a curious verbal and geographic misunderstanding, much as today 
uneducated persons often think that Brittany is in Britain, and that a 
Breton is a Briton. Excavations in the 1960s showed that Thebes was 
originally a Mycenaean colony, and the finding of tablets in Linear B 
makes it seem likely that that was the script called Cadmeae lltterae, 
but I must not try to elucidate that question here. 

10. Laius did not succeed in defeating destiny by paederasty. He later 
became drunk and enjoyed a woman, who bore him a son, of whom he 
thought to rid himself by having the child exposed on a mountain side 
(thus avoiding the blood-guilt of killing him). The child, however, was 
found, adopted,.and called Oedipus, who believed himself the child of his 
foster parents, and eventually Mlled Lai'us. I have given above what must 
be the original form of the story of Leu'us and Chrysippus. The Theban 
cycle, however, was a favorite of Greek poets, each of whom, free to devise 
his own version of events, naturally sought to display originality, and you 
will find many versions of each episode. For example, we all know the 
story of Oedipus from Sophocles' great tragedies, but it is less well known 
that according to an earlier version of the story, jocasta, having discovered 
her incestuous relationship to her son, committed suicide, but Oedipus, 
despite his inadvertent incest and patricide, continued to rule Thebes for 
years, until he perished in battle against invaders and was given a hero's 
funeral at Thebes. (So much for Colonus!) According to a later version of 
the story, after the incest became known, Oedipus was driven from Thebes 
by Creon, but Jocasta, undeterred, survived and did not die until her sons 
by Oedipus, Eteocles and Polynices, were both slain in the attempt of the 
famous Seven to recover Thebes from Creon for Oedipus's heir, Polynices. 
There are many other variants. 
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The important point is that to the native and doubtless Nordic 
mind of the early Greeks, male homosexuality was as strange and 
inexplicable as it is to us. There is, for example, no trace of it in the 
Homeric poems or in the exiguous remains of the early Cyclic poets. 

The proselytists of perversion today indefatigably produce endless 
apologies for it, and even speak of it as "Greek love," invoking the 
name of Plato while hoping that you wi l l not remember that he 
forbade sexual connection with boys, obiter in his Respublica, III, x i i , 
403b-c, and emphatically and with specific condemnation of all forms 
of homosexual perversion in the work of his maturity, the Leges, VIII , 
v-vii i , 836c-842a. 

It is true that in Greek society homosexual perversion, especially 
paederasty, became common, but it w i l l suffice to remark here that 
i t is p r o b a b l e that , t a k i n g the Greek people as a w h o l e , 
homosexuality was much less prevalent than in the United States 
today. 

Necessary Distinctions 

O n e should remember that i n A n t i q u i t y , as today, male 
homosexuality is a collective term for three distinct types of the 
perversion,"^ to-wit: 

(1) Paederasty, an adult man's " love" for a pubescent or 
puberate boy, w h o m , commonly i n the Graeco-Roman world and 
not infrequently today, he courts w i t h flattery and gifts, and to 
w h o m he w i l l remain attached unti l the adolescent begins to 
develop a beard, w h e n the r e l a t i o n s h i p usual ly ceases. I n 
respectable society, such a relationship is almost never thought of 
as a substi tute for n o r m a l relations w i t h w o m e n , but as a 
luxurious supplement, an added spice of life. (If y o u think o f 
Encolpius and his G i t o n in the Satyricon libri o f Petronius, note 
that Encolpius was a disreputable adventurer, in fact, an ancient 
picaro.) This became a common relationship in ancient Greece, 
especially in sophisticated and literary circles, and, as you w i l l 
have learned from De profundis, it was essentially the k i n d of 

11. I regard the sexual abuse of young and impuberate children, often 
girls as well as boys and almost invariably sadistic, as a different topic, 
which I discussed in the August issue, although with some necessary 
reference to matters that are relevant here. 
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! relationship in which Oscar W i l d e was involved, although perhaps 
! unduly prolonged in the youth w h o m he loved. (At the time of the 

scandal. Lord Alfred Douglas was 24; Wi lde was 40.) 
j (2) Sexual relations between adults, a v i r i le man and an 

effeminate male who is a substitute for a woman. This , by far the 
most common form of perversion in Roman times, became very 
popular when many prosperous men wanted to have but one heir 
to an undivided estate or to remain childless and enjoy the social 

I prestige and adulation bestowed on a man who could leave an 
estate to whomever he selected f rom among his "friends."^"^ 
Childlessness, furthermore, freed men from the burden o f caring 
for their offspring by providing adequate wealth and careers for 
sons and arranging suitable marriages for daughters, each o f 
w h o m must be given a large dowry. ^ A t times in the Roman. 
Empire such homosexuality was a pol i t ical advantage, since i t 
offered a guarantee that a man would not seek to make his office 
hereditary in his own family or be bound by the obligations of the 

j; political alliance that would necessarily be formed by his marriage 
/ to the daughter of a prominent family. Such perversion was often, 
' though not necessarily, a substitute for normal sexual intercourse. 

N o odium attached to the virile man for his use of a pathic to 
satisfy his lust , but the catamite, w h o was sodomized and 

\ In Antiquity, as today, women could avert pregnancy by occluding 
the orifice of the womb; a wad of wool soaked in a spissid unguent was 
probably as effective as our suppositories. The device, however, was not 
infallible, and women seem to have been reluctant to use a recourse 
that negated the desired spontaneity of coitus. Abortion was very com-

I mon, and often justly deplored as race-suicide, but was somewhat more 
likely to have after-effects than today (cf Ovid, Amores, II, 13 & 14). 
But, as today, some wives wanted to bear children, and in good society 
marriages formed alliances between prominent families and so were ex
pected to produce offspring that would unite the two blood-lines. 

13. As everyone knows, Augustus tried to preserve the Roman nation 
by imposing civic disabilities on men who did not sire at least three 
children, but it is a significant irony that both of the two consuls who 

\e their name to his legislation were unmarried and childless. The 
V disabilities did not outweigh the advantages of legal celibacy, and, fur-
f' thermore, the Romans, like the Americans and Europeans of today, 

were bent on race-suicide and nothing could stop them. 
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irrumated, was obviously a male without vir i l i ty and was always 
regarded with justified contempt. 

(3) A mutual relationship between adults, such as is said to be 
common and usual today, was in the ancient world rare arid always 
scandalous, except when between men who did not have access to 
women or were covered by a religious sanction. T h e conduct 
attributed to N e r o , probably' correctly, made men despise h i m 
(although they dared not show their sentiments before he died), not 
because he enjoyed both women and pathics, but because he became 
himself a pathic and "married" a "husband." 

There is no evidence that any form of homosexuality in the 
ancient w o r l d attained the almost unbelievable and disgusting 
depravity that is common today. 

The Classical World 

When we consider homosexuality among the Greeks, we must 
pose a question to which we can ireturn no answer. 

As we all know, the Greeks in historical times were in constant 
contact with the populations of Asia M i n o r , which, whether or not 
they were under Persian or other Aryan rule at the time, were 
preponderantly composed of Semites and included Jews. In Ionia, the 
Greek cities were surrounded by Semites and usually had large 
contingents of them within their walls, sometimes even tolerating 
miscegenation. Elsewhere, as at Athens, Greek cities, which wisely 
limited citizenship to the pure-blooded children of citizens, had large 
colonies of metics {metoeci), resident aliens, many of whom were 
Semites or Jews, who, with their racial instinct for concealment, 
generally passed as "Syrians." The Greeks were necessarily influenced 
by their constant association with such aliens. 

14. The fundamental social distinction between virile men and despica
ble catamites is most obvious in Catullus, 16, i n which the poet, furi
ously angry at two men who have slandered him, threatens to treat 
them as pathics (Tedicabo ego vos et irrumabo"), thus inflicting on 
them an irremediable degradation. Cf. a similar threat in 21. One could 
multiply citations. Despite their' debalsed status in society, an ample 
supply of catamites was always assured by the genetic anomalies which 
I mentioned above, and, in addition, many young slaves were glad to 
earn their freedom i n this way. 
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Michael C . Astour, in his Hellenosemitica (Leiden, Bri l l , 1967), has 
tried to show that the Greeks, from Mycenaean times, were greatly 
under Semitic influence, and he traces many of the Greek myths to 
Semitic ptototypes, ignoring the fact that while the outline of a story 
may have come from such sources, the Greek version shows artistic 
elaboration in a quite different spirit. I f the Greeks' mythology was 
so largely influenced by Semites, to what extent were their customs 
i n f l u e n c e d by close contact w i t h races a m o n g w h i c h male 
homosexuality seems always to have been taken for granted? I can see 
no means of answering that question. 

I f we disregard the ubiquitous Jews^*^ and their p o l i c y o f 
exploit ing all the weaknesses o f nations into which they have 
infiltrated, we cannot Ignore the strong presumption that the Semitic 
race has always been addicted to homosexuality, at least in the area that 
Sir Richard Burton identified as the Sotadic Circle, and perhaps for 
the reason that he gave when he discussed the matter In the invaluable 
ethnological appendfac to his translation of the Arabian Nights^ 
15. Most myths, furthermore, are merely elaboration of motifs that ap
pear in the traditions of many peoples and were catalogued by Stith 
Thompson in his well-known Motif-Index of Folk-Literature. 

16. The Jews' attitude toward perversion may be inferred from, e.g., 
the oificial exegesis in the Talmud of the tale about Joseph, the model 
Rike who eventually got control of Egypt and enslaved the Egyptian 
people, which states that he got his start by serving as Potiphar's cata
mite; cf Allen Edwards, Erotica Judaica (New York, Julian Press, 
1967), pp. 103-105. In the fantastic story, Joseph, by becoming a 
pathic, helped his race attain power over the hated goyim, and that 
sanctified his depravity. Note also that according to the Apocalypse, 
Jesus, after exterminating the goyim and smashing up the whole uni
verse, creates a new world for his darlings, 144,000 homosexual Jews. 
To be sure, Yahweh frequently inveighs against Jews whose perversion 
makes them neglect their duly to the multiply their race, the only real 
human beings, but that is obviously something quite different. 

17. Sir Richard Burton, who was one of the very few Aryans who un
derstood Orientals, because he had the linguistic and histiionic ability 
to masquerade as one and so learn from them what they would sedu
lously conceal from members of our hated race, explained the preva
lence of male perversion in the 'Sotadic circle' by reporting certain ana
tomical characteristic of Semitic females that make them less enjoy
able. I know of no statistics that would permit an evaluation of 
Burton's theory. 
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W e may be quite certain that the Semitic vice gave ideas to some 
Greeks, but we have no means of determining how many or to what 
extent they influenced their contemporaries. W e can only remark that 
in ancient times as today Aryans had a potentially deleterious tendency 
to be fascinated by whatever is exotic and seems luxurious, together 
with inadequate defensive instincts. 

Whatever the cultural stimulus, it is certain that at least by the 
time of the Peloponnesian War, homosexuality was recognized as a 
social problem and explained by such fictions as the well-known myth, 
t o l d i n Plato's Symposium, that human beings were originally 
composite and split by divine anger. O n Crete, homosexuality of all 
kinds was authorized by legislation and encouraged to avoid 
overpopulation o f the island.^^ (Other Greek cities avoided 
overpopulation by sending out colonists to found "daughter cities" at 
advantageous locations on the Mediterranean and Euxine.) In some 
Greek cities, notably Sparta and Thebes, homosexual relations between 
companions in arms was supposed to make armies more cohesive and 
militarily effective and was sometimes given a religious sanction; and, 
to be fair, we must admit that those companies often evinced a 
manhood from which we cannot withhold admiration. 

It is unnecessary to attempt a sexual census of the ancient Greek 
world. What is most important for our purposes is the fact that during 
or after the great demoralization of the Peloponnesian War, paederasty 
became fashionable everywhere, especially in sophisticated and literary 
circles, and thus created a body of evidence for it that, \ve may be sure. 
Is grossly disproportionate to the number of individuals who followed 
the vogue. I feel certain that In ancient times, as today, a relatively 
small number of perverts made an extraordinarily loud noise. 

18. This datum is complicated by the fact that some scholars have con
jectured or argued that the Minoan people, from whom the Mycenaean 
Greeks took the island, were Semites. So far as I know, that is inerely 
theory without valid evidence to support it, since there has been no 
convincing reading of the script known as Linear A. 

19. The Hieros Lochos ('Sacred Battalion') of Thebes was composed of 
homosexuals, but in their last battle, although they were part of an 
army that was hopelessly outnumbered and outgeneralled by the 
Macedonians, they fought to the bitter end and with such valor that 
Philip wept when he saw them dead in their ranks on the field at 
Chaeronea. 
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As we would expect, ancient addicts of perversion conducted 
propaganda for their vice by means of fiction and what was 
tantamount to forgery. 

W e all know the story of the famous tyrannicides, the Liberators 
of Athens, Harmodius and Atistoglton, i n what became the accepted 
and standard version: Harmodius slew HIpparchus and reestablished 
Athenian democracy because he was jealous of the tyrannical amorist's 
attentions to his beloved, young Ariscogiton. You may be astonished to 
know that according to the original and doubtless historical account 
there Is no compelling reason to believe that there was more than a 
close friendship between the two men, and that Harmodius, far from 
feeling jealousy or having a w h i m to "restore democracy," killed 
HIpparchus to avenge an insult to the honor of his aristocratic 
family. Ex ungue leonem. That example should suffice to make you 
wary of all attributions of homosexuality to distinguished Greeks 
before the decadence of their nation."^^ 

T h i s propaganda was congruent w i t h what is called the 
'anti-Homeric canon,' which, i n an article published In a learned 
journal long ago, I called "the revenge of Thersltes." It was a systematic 
and essentially proletarian denigration o f the heroic tradit ion, 
commonly by forging "eyewitness" accounts of the Trojan War that 
20. This was demonstrated by Professor Brian Lavelle in the American 
Journal of Philology, CVII (1986), pp. 318-351. Hipparchus hadimphed 
that Harmodius' young sister was not a virgin. That was a deadly in
sult. The honor of an aristocratic family required that its young women 
remain virgins until they were married. If the allegation was true, it 
was a brother's duty to kill at once the girl who permitted herself to be 
seduced; if false, the insult could be expiated only by the death of the 
slanderer. Blood washes out dishonor. Professor Lavelle gives other in 
stances of the operation of this code, but could have strengthened his 
demonstration by citing examples from myths that reflect aristocratic 
standards, e.g., Apemosyne (sister of the more famous Clymene) was 
killed by her brother because he thought her claim to have been vio
lated by Hermes a fiction to conceal seduction by a man. 

21. I need scarcely tell you that the legend of Lai'us, of which I gave 
the original version above, was revised to make Chrysippus a happy 
pathic, devoted to his adult lover in a liaison that was continued with 
the full approbation of Pelops and in his home, until the boy was killed 
by jealous stepmothers, who tried to make Lai'us seem guilty of the 
murder, but the brave boy clung to life long enough to vouch for the 
innocence of his lover. 
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"proved" Homer to have been a liar and the renowned heroes far from 
admirable. The best known extant examples are the narratives 
atrributed to Dares and Dictys, but there were many others that are 
now lost. The authors o f such forgeries devised copious information 
about sex. They knew, for example, the intimate details of the relations 
between Hector and Andromache, whence the Latin term equas 
Hectoreus. They knew that Achilles was a necrophile, and that after he 
slew Penthesilea, he had sexual intercourse with her corpse. And , of 
course, they knew that the relationship between Achilles and Patroclus 
was a homosexual one, although it is obvious from the Iliad that each 
had and cherished a captive concubine, and indeed the quarrel 
between Achilles and Agamemnon would have been absurd in a 
society addicted to homosexuality. 

O n e could almost speak of a tacit conspiracy to make 
homosexuality respectable. 

In Homer and the older literature, Ganymedes was a Trojan 
youth, the fairest of all mortals, who was carried aloft by a whirlwind 
or an eagle to Olympus because the gods wanted a handsome 
cup-bearer to serve them. M u c h later was invented the story that he 
had been taken to Olympus to serve as Jove's catamite (that word is 
really Ganymedes' name as transmitted through the Etruscan to form 
the Latin catamitus). 

When Zeus the Savior was thus made a pervert, other gods were 
not spared defamation. The worship of Dionysus ('Son of God''^^), 
also known as Bacchus ('Lord God ' has been traced to Thracian, 
Phrygian, Lydian, and Indian sources, with the added puzzle that he 

22. The earliest trace of this propaganda for perversion is a line attrib
uted to Theognis, but in a collection that ascribes to him many verses 
that must be later, some as late as the end of the fourth century B.C. 

23. The derivation of the name has been endlessly disputed, but I have 
followed Kretzschmar. I think it likely that his interpretation' of the 
name is correct, although the language from which it was taken may 
not have been Thracian. 

24. Some try to derive the name from Lydian, but it seems to me likely 
that Bacchus is the Indo-European word that is bhagas in Sanskrit 
and baghas in Avestan. The story of the god's conquest of India need 
not be a late invention.- Although she has been generally ignored, 
Gladys N. M . Davis made a good case for an Indian origin of the early 
cult of Dionysus in her The Asiatic Dionysus (London, 1914). 
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was already a deity in Mycenaean times. The only point relevant here 
is that he was worshipped in two distinct and even conflicting aspects. 
In the older guise, often called 'Asiatic' for no good reason, he was a 
mature, bearded man whose handsome Aryan features exhibited 
benevolent wisdom. It was from this form that Christianity borrowed 
some o f its rites and symbols."^^ 

In his other aspect, Dionysus represented the Dionysiac, as 
opposed to the Apollonian, tradition In Greek culture. He, creator of 
the magic l iquid that banishes melancholy, is the god of the orgiastic 
rites that are described in Euripides' Bacchae, in which, by the way, 
there is no reference to the rout of satyrs and maenads with which he 
is attended in later descriptions of him. In a much later iconography, 
he is portrayed as a beardless and rather effeminate ephebe, a nude 
youth with somewhat feminine limbs and sexual organs that are boyish 
rather than virile. This probably suggested the intrinsically absurd 
story, current in the time of Pausanias (second century A.D. ) but 
perhaps older, that when he wanted to descend to the underworld, he 
could, not find the way and accepted the offer of a certain Prosymnus 
(Polymnus) to guide him on condition that when he returned to the 
upper world, he submit to being sodomized by the guide. Prosymnus 
was dead when Dionysus returned, so the god kept his bargain by 
planting a phallus on the grave and using it as a substitute for the 
organ of the dead man. This silly tale was supposed to account for the 
invention of the artificial phallus, and it wi l l show you to what 
absurdity the propagandists could descend. 

Their real triumph, however, was the formation of a literary 
tradition that so exalted paederasty that an amatory poet, while free to 
celebrate women, was expected to produce some verses addressed to a 
beloved s t r ip l ing . So fixed was this convention that O v i d is 
conspicuous because he ignored and defied it. A n d the Musa paedicct 

25, He was a god of the life-force and infused his divinity into corn and 
grapes, which were thus, in a sense, his flesh and his blood; the Chris
tian Eucharist imitates this, but without a logical reason for its god to 
become incarnate in bread and wine. The iconography of this form of 
Dionysus was borrowed by Christians who represented their god as 
Aryan. While I maintained my study in the University's library, I kept 
atop the bookcases plaster reproductions of the famous busts of Homer 
and the 'Asiatic' Dionysus. Some visitors mistook the latter for a repre
sentation of the Christians' Jesus! 
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was so inspiring rhac, for example, the twelfth book of the Anthologia 
Palatina (often called the Greek Anthology) is taken from an ancient 
collection of paederastic epigrams and similar verses. 

The Modern World 
In modern Europe, as the well-known pathologist and anthropologist. 

Professor Paolo Mantegazza, observes in the work that was translated by 
Samuel Putnam under the tide The Sexual Relations of Mankind (Hew York, 
Eugenics, 1935))'̂ *̂  homosexuality has always been ptevalent and endemic 
in Italy, probably because the Romans became extinct a century or more 
before the collapse of the Empire they had created, leaving Italy 
inhabited by the descendants of the slaves, subjects, and barbarians to 
whom they had irresponsibly given citizenship. This pool of Semitic, 
Hamitic, and Aryan blood was augmented in the Middle Ages by 
Saracens, especially in Sicily (where the Normans left few offspring), 
and by Longobardi and other Germans, especially in northern Italy. 

The consequences of this racial chaos may be seen clearly in the 
writings of the Italian Humanists, although most of them were of 
predominantly Germanic blood. Paederasty is again prevalent, but almost 
always without the real or affected courtship and homosexual gallantry of 
the ancient tradition. That schoolmasters, almost all of whom were 
clerics, disseminated the vice, using their coercive authority over their 
pupils, is obvious from many accounts and particularly from the 
little-known verses of Pacificus Maximus (1400-1500), especially the ten 
books of misdellaneous verses in elegiacs entitled Hecatelegium, written c. 
1450-1460, in which the subject is frequently mentioned, and 
especially his candid confession of his own experience.'^'^ 

26. I have not seen the original, Gli amori degli uomini, and I do not 
know the date of its eleventh edition, from which Putnam's translation 
was made. 

27. The Hecatalegium was printed at Florence in 1489; the verses in 
question occur on f. b.i'': 

Causa mei moris solus fuit magister 
cui pater, et mater me malecauta dedit. 

Rex paediconum fuit hie; non unus ab hmus 
effugit manibus, talis i n arte fuit. 

Multa quidem didici quae non didicisse iuvaret; 
plurima per culum, multa per ora bibi. 
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T h e perversion was common, even a.mong men who were 
enthusiastic lovers of women. That is attested by the writings of quire 
a few eminent Humanists, e.g., Panormlta (Beccadelli, 1394-1471), 
whose Hermaphroditus is comparatively well known, and who claims 
that a man who has experienced the delights of paederasty wi l l have an 
irrepr&sible desire for it.^^ 

O n the other hand, accusations o f homosexuality and paederasty 
became a fixed element i n the violent loedorography that was 
cultivated in that age as a polemic art, so that for many well-known 
Hvimanists (e.g., Politian) we must remain in doubt, foi although we 
naturally discount calumny chat is patently absurd, we can never be 
quite certain whether it is a w i ld exaggeration or merely a malevolent 
invention. 

W e m'ay be sure, however, that some of the eminent Humanists 
regarded pervers ion w i t h contempt , for example, Phi le l fus 
(Francesco Filelfo, 1398-1481), the first Italian who was really a 
master o f G r e e k , a n d perhaps the most u x o r i o u s o f the 

Cf. f. f.iiii^ et passim. (We must remember that the Humanists, who 
had no reference books worthy of the name, faced the enormous task of 
purging their Latinity of the Mediaeval barbarisms in current use, and 
we should be charitable toward their lapses, such as malecautus, which 
is analogous to Augustine's malecastus and simply means incautus, 
not. as classical standards demand (e.g, maledicax), 'evilly cautious,' As 
for paedico, Buecheler's spelhng (pedico) and etymology, which makes 
the word refer to sodomy, not to boys, has been generally rejected (e.g., 
by Emout & Meillet in their authoritative Dlctionnaire etymologique), 
but there is much to be said for it, especially since the corresponding 
verb (pae-/pedicare) is used in the passive.) — As is obvious from his 
dates, given above, the various kinds of profligate debauchery to which 
Pacificus Maximus confesses in this work did not sufficiently affect his 
health to prevent him from attaining a memorable longevity. 

28. In Hermaphroditus, I, xiii, he is asked: 
Cur qui paedicat semel, aut semel irrumavit, 

auctor nugarum, numquam dedicisse potest? 
The answer is no one, not even a stolid and phlegmatic Englishman, 
can thereafter abstain from a delightful vice that is universal in Italy. 
That it is a question of paederasty is shown by line 6: "Si semel his 
puerum sors tetigisse dedit," Note the implication that the services 
mentioned are not expected from women. It may be relevant that, out
side of Venice, we seldom hear of felkitrices, except a few prostitutes. 
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Humanists. Especially i n his satires and his still unpublished 
epigrams, he refers to sexual matters with a frequency and candor that 
has earned for him an unjustified reputation for obscenity and the 
reprobation of John Addington Symonds, but it is perfectly obviotLs 
that his interest is exclusively i n women. 

In the Renaissance and later, until near the end of the Nineteenth 
Century, reliable information on such subjects Is almost exclusively in 
Latin, a language i n v^hich Classical authority authorized explicit 
mention of sex. In the Seventeenth Century there is a veritable 
encyclopaedia of contemporary sexual practices in the Satyra Sotadica, 
which Nicholas Chorier (1613-1693) forged In the name of Aloisia 
Slgea.^^ It provides In the later books a precedent for the "group sex" 
now so fashionable among our more dissolute contemporaries, and 
does Include sodomy with women, but, i f memory serves me, there 
are only Incidental and passing allusions to male homosexuality, for 
which the author, for all his erotic profligacy, felt only contempt. 

Our Contemporaries 

The foregoing brief account of homosexuality in two culturally 
cmclal eras will have provided some perspective for consideration of 

29. I gave a sketch of his character in Italica, X X V I (1949), pp. 23-49. 
He had a passion for mathematical symmetry; his satires, for example, 
consist of ten books of one thousand lines each, and so did his epi
grams (the last half of Book X was lost when the Ambrosian manu
script, which alone preserves Books VI-X, was assembled and bound). 
He was accordingly almost childishly proud that his three wives gave 
him exactly twenty-four children, one dozen male, one dozen female. 

30. The best edition is by Bruno Lavagnini in the series "Renatae 
Litterae" (Catania, Prampolini, 1935). Chorier was a masterly forger. 
He knew that discriminating readers would reject the attribution of so 
"obscene" a work to the distinguished, learned, and unfortunate Span
ish lady, the companion and friend of the daughter of Emmanuel 
(Manoel) I, the King who presided over Portugal's Golden Age of dis
covery and exploration; so he provided clues that would lead the reader 
to the conclusion that the forgery had been perpetrated by the eminent 
Dutch scholar, Johannes Meursius. The work was printed several 
times i n past centuries under the name of Meursius and with the title 
De elegantiis linguae Latitiael That title was not entirely absurd; the 
work is a veritable dictionary and synonmymicon of the sexual vocabu
lary of Latin and, to a limited extent, of Greek also. So far as I know, 
the true authorship was first established by Lavagnini. 
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homosexuality as a social phenomenon, and wil l also have illustrated the 
vast difference between what was then a minor malady and the plague 
that afflicts us today. In the Classical worid and the Renaissance the 
perversion exerted no appreciable effect on the course of our history. A n d 
at no time in the past did hordes of perverts shamble through the streets 
of cities, demanding "rights" they Imagine some supernatural power has 
bestowed on them and even special privileges they merit by their 
confidence that they are superior to normal human beings. 

Superficially, this phenomenon seems commonplace in our 
disintegrating society. When the Jews feel that they have securely lodged 
themselves within a nation and can safely begin to destroy it, they begin 
by using their standard technique, which, as one of their most successful 
operatives, a Sheeny named Apthecker, publicly confessed. Is that of' 
splitting the facially sound nation into a multitude of groups formed of 
individuals who have some occupation, superstition, or characteristic In 
common, and who are persuaded that they can profit by claiming 
"rights," I.e., pilvileges, at the expense of the society as a whole. The 
nation Is thus dissolved Into a chaos of reciprocally hostile groups, as In 
the United States today. This accounts for the organization and offensive 
activity of the perverts, but does not explain their perversion. 

As I noted early In this article, homosexual perversion has been 
intensively promoted by our domestic enemies and their appanages, 
especially the public s c h o o l s , b u t our concern here is to explain why 
that propaganda was so effective. Pornography, especially the flood of 
31. If you are not aware how strenuously the public schools promote 
sexual perversion, see the article by John P. Hale in National Review, 
25 May 1992. Mr . Hale was a member of the New York State Board of 
Social Welfare, and had ample opportunity to inform himself of what 
the schools are doing—doing while taking precautions to prevent the 
parents of the victims from learning what is being done to their chil
dren, who have been specifically ordered not to disclose the scope of 
their "education" to their stupid old parents, who are so hopelessly out-
of-date that they can't understand progress and freedom. In the fetid 
swamp called New York City, three organizations of perverts are subsi
dized by the taxpayers as "resources" of the public schools, and their 
members serve as "counsellors" who advise the young about their sex
ual activities. One manual assumes that coitus between males is nor
mal and adds, as an afterthought, "If you have sex with a woman these 
guidelines still apply." Another gives a glowing description of sodomy, 
ending with the injunction, "Do it. Have fun!" 
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ic that is made for perverts, probably has had some influence, but 
cannot have been decis ive .We may also admit that predisposing 
factors are the contrived agitation by the shrieking harridans of 
"feminism" and their success in inciting a generation of "liberated" 
females whom no man in his senses would marry, and the proletarian 
poverty to which the American boobs have reduced themselves, which 
has made a genuine marriage and a home economically impossible for 
the great majority of young men and women today, and has made 
children, which many of them would wish to have, a burden that can 
be borne, if at all, only by great sacrifices, which, however, will gravely 
impair the stability of their marriage. These factors can and do 
encourage a society suited to the "New World Order," composed of 
rootless, homeless, and isolated individuals, batchelors and "batchelor" 
girls, meeting from time to time, as do orang-utans, to copulate—but 
not to reproduce. But I do not see how they can significantly 
contribute to the homosexual plague. We must look deeper to identify 
underlying causes. 

Homosexuality is, of course, stimulated by the racial poison that is 
called "multiculturalism." Prolonged contact between incompatible 
races in a society that encourages such contact is demoralizing to the 
superior race. 

One is reminded of Claude Farrfere's observations in Les civilises 
(1905), a stoiy set in the region now called Vietnam when it was 
civilized and known as French In do-China. A French degenerate and 
pervert, who is also an "intellectual" who can construct ingenious 
mathematical paradoxes, maintains that Saigon is the capital of 
32. In Liberty Bell, October 1985, pp. 8-9, I mentioned David Gumey's 
The "F" Certificate, a novel of the future, in which a leading character 
is a Sheeny, who, animated by hatred of gentlemen and by his race's 
lust to defile and destroy, acquired (by cozening and betraying a goy 
stupid enough to trust him) a cinema studio that he uses to produce 
"the hardest of hard pornography," to induce and spread corruption by 
exciting the sexual urge that is innate in all viable species of mamma
lian life and which, i n our species, has been further acuminated by the 
Judaeo-Christian practice of sexual magic. Mr. Gumey believes that 
only the strongest minds can resist the corrosive effect of such excita
tion, and I am inclined to agree with him so far as normal sexual 
relations are concerned, but I have not seen and cannot imagine a ho
mosexual pornography that would not arouse disgust in a normal 
Aryan male. 
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civilization—^the civilization of the future—because so many diverse 
races and nationalities met there and perceived how Incompatible was 
each ethos with all the others, whence It followed that "good" and 
"evil" were illusions; they accordingly discarded all standards of 
conduct for a universal license for each individual to indulge his every 
whim and lust without regard for anyone else or for society as a whole. 
In Saigon, he claimed, European civilization had already (In 1905) 
become bankrupt and superseded by the "wave of the future."^^ 

If you notice an astonishing similarity between Saigon In 1905 
and the United States In 1992, it is not a coincidence. You will have 
remembered the episode In Herodotus in which a meeting of 
Incompatible cultures demonstrates that each was constructed by the 
innate nature of the race or tribe that professes it, and that there are no 
universally valid criteria of good and evil. The perception of that 
obvious fact, however, did not make the rational Greek a traitor to his 
own race. His mind had not been poisoned by Yiddish sophistries 
about "equality," "all mankind," and "one world," mere figments of a 
malign imagination. Herodotus knew what rational men know today, 
that Aryan culture Is what Is valid for Aryans. The values recognized by 
other, necessarily hostile, races are no concern of ours, except militarily 
and insofar as they exhibit the strength or weakness of our enemies. 

Even In societies that have not been poisoned by 
"multiculturalism," the assemblage of individuals into large crowds 
with the concomitant close association with a multitude of strangers 
33. "Saigon, capitale civilis6e du monde ... De toutes les races qui sont 
venues s'y rencontrer....chacune apportait sa loi, sa religion, et sa 
pudeur;-—et i l n'y avait pas deux pudeurs pareilles, ni deux lois, ni 
deux religions. U n jour les peuples s'en sont aperpus. Alors, ils ont 
6clat6 de lire k l a face les uns des autres, et toutes les croyances ont 
sautS dans cet 6clat. Aprfes, libres de frein et de joug, ils se sont mis & 
vivre selon l a bonne formule: minimum d'effort pour maximum de 
jouissance. ... Licence universelle, et developpement logique de tous les 
instincts qu'une convention sociale aurait endiguSs, d^tourn^s ou 
supprim^s. Bref, incroyable progrfes de la civilisation ... II ne s'agit que 
de faire k son gr6, sans souci de rien ni de personne,—sans souci de ces 
chimferes malfaisantes baptisfies «bien» et «mk\»." 
"L'ficlosion de pareils hommes [les avant-coureurs des civilisations de 
demain] n'6tait possible que dans cette Indo-Chine k l a fois tr6s vieille 
et tres neuve: i l y fallait I'ambiance des philosophies aryenne, chinoise 
et malaise lentement us6es, les unes contre les autres; i l y fallait l a 
corruption d'une soci6t6 en qui l a morale d'Europe a fait faillite." 
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seems to produce a certain diminut ion of tlae life-force in the 
individuals and a partial loss of the racial wi l l to survive. As Spengler 
observed, all urbanized societies seem to develop a-subconscious death 
wish, making individuals indifferent to the survival of their families 
and their race. This seems always accompanied by a vogue of 
homosexuality, which is most pronounced, or at least most obvious, in 
the sophisticated circles of the would-be literati, as was observed by 
Jess Steam, whom I cited above. 

A highly important article appeared in Mankind Quarterly, X X V I 
(1986), pp. 277-284, "The Evolutionary Function of Prejudice," by 
Alan McGregor. The author, writing with the dispassionate objectivity 
that is a precondition of all scientific knowledge, concludes that, as 
should be obvious to every thoughtful student of history, "Patterns of 
racial and ethnic prejudice, of in-group loyalty and outgroup 
suspicion, have served an effective evolutionary purpose over the long 
history of primate and human biological evolution, both in enhancing 
the competlveness of the individual breeding population and also in 
preserving the uniqueness of its distinctive genetic heritage by 
discouraging interbreeding with the members of disparate sub-species. 
The evolutionary message is clear. Human groups which lose their 
internal sense of identity and cohesion in respect of other groups 
eventually cease to exist as discrete realities." 

That, of course, is why our eternal enemies and the ignorant 
shysters of "education" who serve them, often unwittingly, are so eager 
to stamp out "prejudice" in the minds of our children and make them 
cultural zombies in a mass of unthinking and easily herded proletarian 
catde. 

The unalterable law of biology has a corollary that is generally 
overlooked, even by those who are accustomed to reason from the 
well-known fact that when mammals are crowded too closely together, 
they become neurotic and deranged, to the behavior of human beings 
under similar conditions in megalopolitan masses. There is an even 
more drastic effect on mammals when they are forced to live under 
conditions that violate and frustrate their Innate instincts. I quote the 
learned author: 

"The innate drives of domesticated animals generally express 
themselves in a confirsed and evolutlonarily useless variety of patterns, 
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while the behavior patterns of caged animals may become more 
extensively deranged. N o t only do they often refiise to eat, but those 
that do eat may experiment with masturbation and homosexuality, or 
even seek to mate with animals of other breeds (Calhoun, [Scientific 
American, C C V I , 2 (Feb. 1962), pp. 139 f f . ] ) - . 

"Culture [in the anthropological sense], particularly in urbanized 
societies, may likewise pervert human Instincts by suppressing natural 
feral constraints and encouraging abnormal patterns of behavior, 
leading to similar distortions of normal biological behavior, such as 
homosexuality and the quest for abnormal erotic experiences, 
including those associated with intferracial sexual experimentation. N o 
human civilization has to date avoided collapse, and It Is tempting to 
enquire whether social conditions which diverge too widely from the 
natural or feral conditions under which mankind evolved—and to 
which humankind is biologically adapted—may weaken the survival 
p o t e n t i a l o f overdomest i ca ted p o p u l a t i o n s by p r o m o t i n g 
ant i -evolut ionary life-styles, together w i t h their concomitant 
reproductive abnormalities." 

Here, I think, we have at last a scientific explanation of the direct 
causal relation between the "One W o r l d " poison so intensively 
Injected Into American children and the appalling epidemic of 
homosexuality among members of our self-doomed race. 

The epidemic, moreover, has reached a depth of degeneracy that 
was virtually unknown In the past, except in rare cases that were 
recognized as actual insanlty.^^ Apparently reliable reports indicate a 
prevalence of coprophagy and urolagnia, and equally monstrous 
depravity. John P. Hale^ found that not only do the public schools of 
New York specifically Incite their viaims to sodomy, but teach the 
most repulsive acts of Insane degeneracy, specifically warning the 
youngsters that condoms are not enough: to have "safe sex" one must 
also wear a surgical glove when ramming one's fist up the rectum of a 
34. The notorious "Marquis" de Sade was insane. He was released from 
confinement by the blood-thirsty vermin of the French Revolution so 
that he could declaim in pubUc that "all men are created equal," and 
pursue in private his hobby of sadistically defiling and eventually kill
ing human beings. Napoleon clapped the crazed thing back into an 
insane asylum. 

35. See note 30 supra. 
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darling partner. H e wonders whetiier the Board of Education wi l l 
supply children with surgical gloves in addition to condoms—all at the 
expense of the taxpaying idiots, of course. 

It is absurd to talk of moralizing homilies or religious buncombe 
or yell for new legislation, as do many con men of the " M o r a l 
Majority" racket while picking the suckers' pockets. Here again, as in 
almost all of the mortal maladies of our time, the only effeaive remedy 
is a restoration of our race s wi l l to live and our race s fairh in its own 
biotic superiority over all its rivals and enemies. 

Failing a revival of virile and aggressive "racism," there is no real 
reason for objecting to the homosexual plague: it merely hastens and 
perhaps even mitigates the suicide on which our deranged race seems 
bent. 

WHICH WAY, WESTERN MAN? 
SURVIVAL MANUAL FOR T H E WHITE R A C E 

William Gayley Simpson has spent a lifetime of keen 
observation, careful analysis, and deep reflection devel
oping the principal thesis of his book- that the single, 
undying purpose of all human activity should be the en
nobling of man. In support of this thesis he looks at the^ 
foundations of Western Society, at the structure of our 
government, at the effect of technology and industnal-
ization on man. at the roles of the sexes, at economics, 
and at race The book goes to the roots of the prob
lems facing the White Race today, and it shows the 
ways in which White society must be changed if the 
race is to survive. Which Way Western Man'^ is an en
cyclopedic work whose conclusions can be ignored by 
no one with a sense of responsibility to the future. For 
your copy of Which Way Western Man'^ send $17.50 
including postage and handling for the softback edition 
(Order No. 22003) to: 

LIBKll TV IJKLI. PUJJLK/Vl'lONS 
1 Jox 21, H«'d> WT 25270 USA. 
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A New V a c u u m In Eastern Europe 
by 

RAM (Vienna) 

One of the iron clad rules World History has been following 
for the past five thousand years is that any power vacuimi emerg
ing anywhere on earth w i l l immediately be Blled by the nearest 
and most capable power(s). A perfect example for ttiis rule is the 
history of Eastern Europe: For the past one thousand years the 
peoples settling between the Baltic Sea in the north and the Black 
and Adriatic Seas in the south, have never been capable of estab-
lislung and maintaining any lasting and functioning political state 
system, some very few ephemeral exceptions to tlie ixile not with
standing. Consequently, and with inexorable logic, there followed 
a constant influx of nomadic and conquering tribes from the 
depths of A s i a , on the one hand and, on the other hand, the 
founding of fortified settlers' colonies by the established Ger
manic Empires of Central Europe on their eastern borders. 

During the four centuries preceding World War I, this region 
was tightly controlled by the Czarist, the Austro-Hvingarian, and 
the Ottoman Empires, later to be joined by the Prussian and, after 
1872, by the Second German Empire. Whenever Croats and Serbs, 
Poles and Poles, Greeks and Bulgars, Magyars and Valachs seized 
the opportunity to go at each other's throat and massacred each 
other, squadrons of Cossacks, Janissaries, or Hussars were sent in 
to pacify the region. 

Following the dismemberment of three of those empires of 
the Old Order at the so-called peace conference after World War I, 
and the destruction of the Czarist Empire following the Bolshevist 
revolution, the victoriotis powers, France and England, founded a 
N e w Order iti eastern Europe by establishing a cordon sanitaire 
consisting of two newly created, artificial states, Yugoslavia and 
Czechoslovakia—^both populated by peoples of incompatible reli
gions and cultures—and a newly resuscitated Poland. A l l three of 
these countries had the following in common: First, to act as a 
constant military threat to open a "second front" along the eastern 
border of Germany; secondly, to cut off and isolate Germany 
from its rich and traditional markets i n eastern Europe and, 
thirdly, they had highly contested and undefendable borders. 

When Germany, after 1933, regained its economic strength, it 
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soon agaiiT became the leading trading partner of all East Euro
pean countries, including Soviet Russia, and was gladly wel
comed as arbiter i n various pol i t i ca l disputes, such as the 
settlement of the Hungarian-Rumanian dispute over Trans-
Sylvania, or the settlement of the Hungarian, Polish and Slova-
Idan claims after the dissolution of Czedhoslovakia. 

When World War n broke out in September 1939, the French 
and British "protective powers" did not even think or try to send 
one single battalion to assist the Poles and protect their interests in 
Eastern Europe against Germany and Soviet Russia which, in the 
aftermath of the Hitler-Stalin Treaty, had split up the region into 
spheres of special interests. This preccirious balance was to last 
only two years, until the inevitable outbreak of the Great Battle 
between the National and the International concepts of Socialism. 
After four years of titanic struggle against the armies and econo
mies of the 'International Crusaders," the German Wehnnacht— 
which had been joined by 300,000 SS-volunteers from twenty 
European and other nations, and by 1,000,000 Russians and 
Ukrainians who had joined the ranks of the R O A , the anti-com
munist Russian army—had been defeated, and the East-Euro
pean power vacuum had once again been removed: As ia and 
Commtinism stood at the Elbe River, 50 miles from Berlin, 300 
miles from London. 

It was at the Yalta Conference in February 1945 that, for the 
first time in history, European fate and affairs were settled with
out the participation of Europeans: President F.D. Roosevelt, ful
filling file mission for which he had been prepared, conditioned, 
and financed by his backers, signed away and turned over the 
eastern half of Europe and 150 million Christians to the Bolshevist 
anti-humans, aU in the name of God's O w n Country and miOions 
of betrayed Americans. Winston Churchill, in repaying his debts 
to his political and financial supporters, was allowed to affix his 
signature to this b-eaty of shame to which he had not been asked 
to contribute one single word. Voted out of office by the war-
weary Britons just three months later, he was spared from presid
ing over the subsequent quick dissolution of the British Empire 
during the following five yeairs, an Empire which had taken fif
teen generations of his resolute and dedicated coimtrymen to 
build, and to rule over oceans. As to the French, they offered the 
world the brave spectacle of a renewed frenzy of revolutionary 
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terror by massacring over one hrmdred thousand compatriots 
during the period of post-war "epuration," based on allegations 
or suspicions that, dtuing the German occupation between 1940 
and 1944, these "criminals" had showed some degree of sympa-
tivy, or had sold Beaujolais or Camenbert [cheese] to the abomina
ble Nazi occupiers. Like the British, the French were pressured to 
give up their colonial empire in Asia and Africa, after fierce bat
tles in Indochina and Algeria. 

In Eastern Europe there followed a period of forty years of 
commxinist control, oppression, and liquidation of anyone and 
anything standing in the way of the Marxist program and grand 
d ^ i g n for world supremacy. Steps were taken on all levels to cre
ate by force the uniform, standardized mass-proletarian who 
would march in step, red banners flying high, singing the "Inter
nationale," towards their workers' paradise, where they would 
have to stand in line waiting for the irregular disfaibution of their 
weekly rations of potatoes, vodka, and salt fish—ii and when 
available. 

For half a century this ineffective Soviet system worked quite 
well indeed, thanks to its interdependence with western capital
ism, which always reUably stepped in with massive financial sub
sidies or shipments of grain whenever the drones i n the Polit 
Bureau i n Moscow had trouble with their working slaves in the 
"gulags" until the seventies and early eighties when the system 
had simply become too top-heavy and too expensive to properly 
function any longer. The coristant escalation in the armament 
race, which so far had brought enormous profits to aU financiers 
and governments concerned, was followed by rounds of deter
ment and counter-determent, until it finally had reached cosmic 
dimensions and costs with Reagan's Star War project, Who was 
ever going to pay the bill? 

While in 1950 there were forty comtries in the world which 
were not indebted, by 1970 the number had diminished to six
teen, and i n the early eighties there were only five coiintries left 
which were not i n the red: Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Switzerland, 
Japan, and West Germany, while the U.S .A. , under \he 'wise' 
guidance of President Reagan, had become the world's largest 
debtor nation wifl\O T H O U S A N D BILLION D O L L A R S ! The 
system was doomed, and something had to be done, and fast: The 
big decision makers of world finance, the World Bank, the IMF, 
the BUderberg and Trilateral mafia, the guys from the Club of 
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Rome/ and otlier big profiteers, decided it was about time to stop 
the costly maintenance of the two huge armies of the 'good guys' 
and the 'bad guys', and decreed that both sides of the same sys
tem were to converge into one. 

A n d so, there suddenly came the mtracle-mcin in from the 
cold, as if by magic: Comrade Gorbatchev, closely followed by his 
P.R.-man, Comrade Shevardnaze. In western comtries, poHti-
cians cind the media were instructed to hail Corby's foggy ideas of 
glasnost as the highest wisdom, and to forget aU past crimes of 
Communism in exchange for the bright vision of trillions of prof
its to be gained from the expected gigantic credit deals and ex
ports i n order to upgrade the d ismal industr ia l and l i v i n g 
standards of five htindred million East-Europeans—Chinese not 
yet included. 

In Moscow, Gorby had no trouble to keep the fossilized octo
genarians of the PoHt Bureau quiet: Leave it to me, he told them, 
nothing is going to change for you. Your privileges and bank ac
counts in Switzerland w i l l remain untouched, old files' w i l l re
main closed. Our proletaricins wiU bum the red banners and hoist 
the blue one; they wiU have to learn to appreciate Pepsi and fast 
food, and to use drugs. In a few years they wi l l earn as much as 
an American or West European worker, which means that after 
deduction of taxes, installment rates and credit card debts they 
wil l remain as poor as ever before. 

So, finally, Gorby was given the green light to gradually re
lieve the tremendous pressure which had btiilt up during the sev
enty years of Soviet oppression. A n d when for the first time he 
opened the l id for just the smallest fraction of an inch the feathers 
really hit the fan: Out came not, as aU had expected, a well-cooked 
and uni-colored borsht or goulash containing back-bondess spec
imen of the species homo indistinctus sovieticus, but out jumped 
true Russians and Ukrainians, Tatars and Tadjiks, Latvians and 
Armenians, Tchetcheniaris and Ingushs, and many more, as if 
they aU had hibernated during the previous seven decades. They 
aU chanted their old hymns, carried their icons, and waved their 
old flags, and the same happened in the other parts of the Soviet 
Empire, after Gorbatchev had withdrawn pofifical and military 
support from his satraps. Marx- and Lenin-Streets were quickly 
renamed after ancient heroes, old emblerr\ and uniforms reap
peared, and at the same time all the old feuds of the Balkan states 
were revived. 
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After their liberation, one of the very first acts they all carried 
out was to go, with religious fervor, into the deep forests or desert 
land, into the ice-covered tundra, or sometimes the dungeons 
right in the center of their dties, and start digging, often with their 
bare hands, in the places where they had known and suspected 
their fathers or forefathers had been shot or slain by Bolshevist 
squads, hoping to find some pieces of bone, some pieces of cloth, 
over which to cry arid to remember. A n d remember they did: For 
all eternity, Russians and Rumanians, Poles and Ukrairuans wi l l 
neither forget the names nor tlie accent of those strange foreigners 
who had brought them the blessings of the Marxist Revolution, 
and who had formed the privileged cadres of the communist par
ties and their dedicated henchmen. 

N o w let us take stock of the present problems in Eastern Eu
rope, starting with tliose mutually shared by all nations, froin Po
land to the Urals. 

• Absence of all elites, due to the fact that any dissenting individuals or 
groups have been liquidated with deadly consequences. Aristocrats and 
the clergy, the intelligentsia and the middle classes, nationalists and 
especially all members of the communist parties who did not follow 
blindly the party line of the day, were radically exterminated. 

• Therefore, the only functioning structures in Eastern Europe were, and 
still are, the communist parties and the party-controlled armies. No 
other infrastructure exists, with a few rare exceptions such as the Cath
olic church in Poland, the Solidamost labor union in Poland. The com
munist parties followed absolute discipline: Total power and authority 
at the top, and total submission all along the line down to the bottom. 
Now that the top echelons of the communist parties have been re
moved, there still remain in tact the party organizations with total con
trol of the media, communications and defense, transport and distribu
tion, police and education. Any new political party or organization lit
erally has to start from scratch, trying to get a telephone line, a print
ing press, and even some old typewriters. 

• East Europeans are subject to frustration and a feeling of helplessness. 
They believe that only the West can help them. The newly emerging 
political groups and parties in the, Baltic states, in Hungary, in the 
Ukraine and elsewhere, are totally depemdent on w..estem asisistapce. 
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but only those can expect direct financial and political support which 
declare their strict adherence to parties which play the game according 
to the established rules of the western 'democratic' system, such as the 
liberal's, the social democrats, and the various kinds of Christian and 
conservative democrats. 

• Delegations from those western parties and organizations, from the In
ternational Monetary Fund, from the World Bank, and many other 
types of carpet-baggers are swarming all over Eastern Europe to offer 
their 'unselfish' assistance and credits of billions of dollars and Ger
man marks, with four conditions: 1.) Establishment of strict austerity 
budgets which guarantee the timely payment of interest charges, com
bined with a 'free market' policy, opening all borders to the big inter
national industries, and forbidding the subsidizing of basic food stuff 
for the poor; 2.) strict adherence to a democratic system of government 
according to western interpretation, combined with the abolition of any 
'fascist,' 'racist,' non western-approved movements; 3.) recognition of 
all principles referring to 'Human Rights', especially with regard to 
racial minorities, and vigilance against 'anti-Semitism'; 4.) strict prohi
bition to persecute communist political criminals responsible for over 
three quarters of a century of holocausts against fifty million Russians 
and Ukrainians, five million Poles, Hungarians, Germans, Romanians 
and many others, all victims of a subhuman ideology which had been 
so well and often supported by the leaders and financiers of 'western 
democracies.' 

• Bankruptcy prone economies, inefficient administrations, and com
pletely run-down industries which non-industrial populations in agri
cultural regions had been burdened with by party apparatschicks with 
a vision toward creating a mass proletariat and to out-produce western 
capitalism. The results are huge steel mills in Rumania, gigantic truck 
factories, chemical plants in Poland and 'East' Germany, arms facto
ries in Czechoslovakia, offering products of low quality and, presently, 
at curtent market prices, thus competing on the world market against 
German, U.S. and Japanese high technology and quality, and, there
fore, doomed to be sold at scrap prices, or to be cannibalized by west-
em (or far eastern) enterprises. The clock will be set back to the times 
when Ukrainia was known as the granary of Europe, when Poland was 

• famous for poultry farming and good vodka, Hungary for delicious 
. salami, and Serbia for goat cheese. Thanks to cheap labor costs, some 

east-European industries wi l l survive as extended production lines for 
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some western or far-eastern industrial enterprises, thus increasing the 
unemployment rate in western countries, and without hope for the 
east-Europeans to raise their standard of living. Millions of young and 
able Russians, Poles, and others will go west and create unsupportable 
conditions in the already over-populated industrial areas of Germany, 
the Benelux countries, France, northern Italy, Austria, and Switzeriand. 

A n d another time-bomb w i l l be ticking away for years to 
come, as long as there wi l l reniain fifty-three stiU operating Soviet-
style atomic power plants, every single one of which is an acci
dent having already found its place to happen: nuclear scientists 
and maintenance personnel cannot be paid their salaries due to 
shortage of funds; they are trying to find jobs in private industry. 
Spare parts are tmavailable, necessary repairs cannot be financed. 
Imagine for a moment a new Tchemobyl-style accident happen
ing anywhere in the East, without Soviet militia and secret police 
to impose a total news blackout and to prevent a mass exodus of 
panic-stricken millions of people! It would cause a human tidal 
wave moving west, which probably could not be stopped before 
reaclung the Rhine river. 

Let us now look at the particuilar problems of the various east-
European cotmtries. 

Poland: From increasing xmemplojonent and inflation rates to 
decreasing productivity and living standards, there is hardly any 
problem which Poles today do not face. In addition, they are 
blessed with an incompetent government and a true "demo
cratic" system with over forty poMcal parties. True to tradition, 
Polish politicians and the Polish media hold everybody—the Ger
mans, the Soviets, the western countries, and even God—respon
sible for the dismal situation of thek country, except themselves. 
A n d deep down inside they all know that, sooner or later, they 
wi l l have to give back to Germany the provinces of East Prussia, 
Pomerania, and Silesia, all of which—since 1945—they ruined 
through mismanagement and their inherent incapacity for any 
form of higher organization. 

Czechoslovakiai: It is only a matter of a few more months 
until that artificially concocted state wi l l disintegrate. A majority 
of the Slovak (CathoUc) population wants to puH out and reestab
lish U:ieir independent republic. In what remains of Czechia, the 
Moravians want more autonomy; a free Slovakia wi l l have to con-
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tend with strong Hxongarian minorities. The Sudeten-German mi 
nority of three million, who, in 1945, were expelled from their an
cestral homelands have fi led their claims for reparations and 
return of their properties against the new Czech government. 
Czech industry—^next to what remains of the former "East" Ger
man industry—is perhaps the best equipped to survive decades 
of communist mismanagement. The fattest morsels however, the 
big Skoda and Tatra car and truck plants, have already been swal
lowed by Volkswagen and Mercedes, respectively. 

Rumania: In spite of insurmountable political and economic 
problems, the Rtomanians are determined, before anything else, to 
defend their western province, Trans-Sylvania, against century-
old claims by the Himgarians and at the same time to fight for 
their own historical claims to get back Besserabia, which is now 
part of the Moldavian "Socialist" Republic, from the Russians. 
Oil-rich Rumania wi l l either have to become a heavily militarized, 
regional power, able to defend itself, or it w i l l become a European 
A b u Dhabi, at the mercy of the strongest military and industrial 
neighbor. 

Bulgaria: No present or future Bulgarian government, "dem
ocratic" or autocratic, wi l l be able to relinquish historical claims: 
At first opportunity, Bulgais w i l l n w c h into Greek territory to re
cover " the i r " part of Thrakia, situated on the shores of the Ae
gean Sea. Besides, they are presently in litigation with Greece over 
parts of Macedonia, and have a tough problem with their Turkish 
Musl im minority of several hundred thousand, which they tried 
to deport in 1990. With regard to Bulgarian industrial products, 
there is really nothing offered up that could open the market 
places of the world. Perhaps Bulgaria w i l l revert to cultivating 
roses in order to export their famous attar of roses, as they have 
done since the times of the Byzantine Empire. 

Yugoslavia: M a r s h a l Tito once explained to his friends, 
Nehru of India and Nasser of Egypt, how difficult it was to reign 
over a country using two different alphabets, recognizing three 
religions, using four languages, inhabited by five different ethnic 
groups, and consisting of six republics. The slow process of 
Yugoslavia's disintegration started shortly after Tito's death, and 
when the Communists lost control everywhere, the Croats and 
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the Slovenes did not waste any time to proclaim their indepen-
daice from the hated Serbian-controlled sfate. Tlie Slovenes were 
more fortunate than the Croats: They do not have a common bor
der with Serbia and do not host a large Serbian niinority on their 
tenitory. They wi l l profit largely from investments by their Aus
trian and Italian neighbors. The Croats, who have been dreaming 
about an independent state for eight hundred years, had reached 
their goal when a free Croatia was established by Germany and 
Italy in 1941, which survived for only four years. 

The new State of Croatia, recognized in 1991, has undefend
able borders and contains regions populated by hundreds of 
thousands of irreconcilable Serbs. As an insurmountable obstacle 
towards peace between Croats and Serbs stands a millennium of 
mutual massacres and vinsettled claims. They w i l l have to fight 
over control of Bosnia, wi th a mixed population of Musl ims, 
Croats and Serbs. Serbs are obliged to fight for any piece of terri
tory they can snatch from the Croats as long as they still have mil 
itary supremacy, and before the s low moving organs of the 
United Nations and the CSCE impose a 99th and—hopefully— 
lasting aimistice. Serbia must fight especially hard to get hold of a 
harbor anywhere along the Adriatic coast, lest it becomes a land
locked, third rate Balkan state, an imbearable thought to proud 
Serbs, who are still dreaming of a larger Serbian Empire, recaptur
ing al l south-Slav countries, reaching from the mountains and 
lakes of southern Austr ia to Macedonia and the fields of the 
Kossovo province, which is inhabited by a ninety percent Alban
ian population who are denied even tlie remotest concept of self-
administration or cultural autonomy. 

Like the Palestinian problem, the Balkan powder keg in Y u 
goslavia cannot be eliminated by mere negotiations. In an inter
view by the IsraeU daily Haaretz then President Shamir recently 
said in connection with the Serbo-Croatian conflict: "When goyim 
massacre goyim, what concern is it to us?..." From his standpoint, 
Shamir is certainly right, but to Europeans the extinguishing of 
the Balkan fire remains a top priority,* with whatever means. 

Hungary: One of the big losers of both World Wars, Htmgary 
has open accounts to settle with practically aU its neighbors, ex
cept with Austria. Already the government of Budapest has let it 
be known to Serbia that they, under duress, had ceded their prov-
ince of Slavonia (Bachka) to the State of Yugoslavia, but that there 
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was no provision i n the relevant treaties that this province which 
was, and still is, largely inhabited by Catholic Hungarians, would 
now remain under Serbian control after the disintegration of Y u 
goslavia. The unsettled conflict with Rumania over the rich prov
ince of Trans-Sylvania has been mentioned above. 

The debris of the Soviet Union: The power vacuum left i n 
tliat huge territory spanning two continents w i l l certainly be the 
world's Number One critical area for decades to come. The cru
cial question of historical dimensions on the verge of the third 
millennium is: W i l l the Russians, a nation of empire builders, in 
spite of eighty years of mass liquidation by their Bolshevist for
eign rulers, have retained enough racial substance of those Nordic 
elites which for one thousand years have given their blood to rul
ing dynasties and generals, artists, writers, and explorers? 

If the answer is yes, then there is no doubt that Russia—under 
whatever government system it w i l l choose—will resume the 
eternal march of Muscovy to attain exactly the same goals as ever 
before: Ice-free harbors on the Baltic Sea and the Pacific Ocean, 
control of the Bosphorus Straits and over Poland, "safe" borders 
along the Caucasian Motmtains, the Himalayas, and the Armur 
River. The stronger Moscow, the weaker the chances of Ukrainia, 
the Baltic States, and aU others, to entertain any hopes of main
taining independent states. 

If the answer is no, then the debris of the former Soviet Em
pire w i l l disintegrate into a jigsaw puzzle of third rate countries, 
constantly threatening to blast each other to pieces with what re
mains of the Red A r m / s neutron or atom bombs, fighting over 
some grazing grounds, mosques or churches, or perhaps some 
still functioning vodka factory. Then, slowly but surely, Asia's 
borders w i l l gradually move westward, from the Urals to the 
Moscova, from there to the Vystula, tmless Germany reawakens 
to build its Fourth Reich. 

Which finally brings us to Germany and Austria: After the 
breakup of the Soviet Union, the Germans were given the ixnex-
pected opportunity to reunite, in spite of strong opposition on the 
part of their British, French, and other European "friends," and 
against the advice of the president of the Uruted States. But the 
time had come when, i n 1990, no power on earth—short of mil i 
tary action—could have stopped the German people on both 
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sides of the "Wall of Shame" from tearing it to pieces and,to cele
brate their reunification. Until then, Germany was merely an eco
nomically strong power, without any political influence, and very 
vulnerable because of its total dependence on foreign suppliers of 
oil and other raw materials. 

The present German political system was never established 
and approved by the German voters, but was arbitrarily installed 
by the victorioios Allies after the end of World War H, and was 
strictly controlled by them ever since, i n Bonn and also in East 
Berlin. 

To this day, Germany is still subject to U N Articles 53 and 107, 
which stipulate that Germany is an "enemy" country, and any 
member of the Security Council may, at any time, intervene in 
German affairs, whenever "democracy" and the interests of the 
champions of the anti-German crusade are stake. N o law can be 
passed by the Bundestag, no political decision can be made by any 
"German" government since 1945 without the approval of Wash
ington and, imtil recently, Moscow. 

Basically the same conditions exist in Austria: When the Allies 
withdrew their occupation forces in 1955, Austria had to guaran
tee in its State Treaty to never again attempt to unite with Ger
many. Austria's efforts to join the Common Market is feared by 
aU West European partners, as it would mean another seven mi l 
lion Gem^rvs in an already top-heavy—with Germans— organi
zation. 

Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union, and the con
stant decline of the United States, we must—^with regard to the 
Russians—pose the same crucial question of historical dimen
sions to the Germans: WiU the Germans, now reunited and creat
ing once again a homogeneous nation of over eighty miDion, face 
up to their historical responsibilities and start working hard, once 
more and as only they can, to build a Fourth Reich of European 
dimensions, regardless of British, French, or any others' bicker
ing—or its it already too late? 

H o w much longer can the Germans afford to support a "Ger
man" govemment which represses any and aJl nationalist move
ments and ideas, suppresses historical research, abandons entire 
provinces to neighboring countries, and freely gives billions of 
Deutsch Mark to states where it is still fashionable to boast about 
having massacred milhons of Germans, hoping to repeat such 
feats if and when the time is ripe? 
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If the Germans, for the third time i n one-hundred years, can 
accomplish this task, then the dangerous fires i n the East can be 
extinguished. Then, probably, Germany w i l l closely cooperate 
with a restored Riissian Empire and the vacuum w i l l be filled. If 
Germany fails, the twentietln cenhiry wiU bring about Eiurope's 
"Saharisation," the end of its civilization, and the extinction of its 
races. 

. We shall know the answer within the next five to ten years. 

FOR MY LEGIONARIES 
The LeQionary Movemont in Romania, commonly known as 

the Iron Guaid —perhaps the oldest anti-Communist movement 
in the world still alive—was founded by Comeliu 2. Codreanu in 
1927. For My Legionaries (353 pp . pb., $10.00 + $1 50 for post
age & handling), Codreanu's stirring worf^, is a complete and au-
ttioritative account of the ideals and pnncipies of the Legionary 
Movement which shaped tlie character of your.g Romanians be
fore WVVIl Contiol over ttie communications media and the normal 
channels of book distnbut'ion by our intornationai enemies makes it 
inpossible to reach the broad marHet this unique book deserves 
We are certain that For My Legionaries will soon become a 
collector's item This book also provides the 'missing pieces' of 
the drastically censored The Suicide of Europe by Prince D 
Sturdza. the identity of those who masterminded Romania's take
over and who ate now engaged in cairyir>g out trie same progtam in 
the U S . will no longer be unknown to you ("Solzhenrtsyn would 
appear to have not the slightest inkling of who conquered HIS coun-
tryl"—B.C.) FOR MY LEGIONARIES. Order #06003 single copy 
$10 00 3 copies $25 00, 5 copies $35 00 

For postage and handling add: On domestic orders. $1.50 
for orders under $10 00. 15% of order total for orders over 
$10 00 On orders from abroad, $2 00 or 20% respectively 
Sample copy of our nwnthly magazine Liberty Bell and copy ot 
our huge book list containing hundreds of "Eye-Openers," $5 00 
Subscription for 12 hard-hitting, fad-packed issues, $37 00 ( U S 
only) Order fiom 

LIBERTY B E L L PUBLICATIONS 
Fcstoffice Box 21, Re«.-dy WV 25270 USA 
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LETTERS 
to the 

EDITOR 

. Dear Editor: 
Comments on the Stand-Ojf in 

Northern Idaho, August 1992 
As reported by the wire ser

vices, we know that the U.S. Mar
shals and BATF agents provoked 
the tragic confrontation that 
snuffed out the lives of a decorated officer, a beautiful mother of 
four children including an 8 month old baby, and a romping 14 
year old boy. A l l over the stupid crime of allegedly selling two 
sawed-off shotguns to a BATF agent. 

This was an ugly tragedy in Ameri/ca because the U.S. 
Marshal's Service destroyed the happiness of two families on ac
count of their egotistical, trigger happy agents who could care 
less about the families of patriotic Americans. The Weaver family 
in nortliern Idalio has been destroyed. Mr . Weaver and Mr . Har
ris, if they survive, wi l l never be re-united with their respective 
families, and wil l probably never see freedom again before dying 
in prison. You see, they were white "separatists," not "suprema
cists," as even admitted by the press. 

The purpose of this letter is to inform Liberty Bell readers that 
there is a traitor amongst the patriotic movement. His name is Lt. 
Col. "Bo" Gritz. He is on the ballot in several states as an inde
pendent candidate for president. 

What has become apparent through his actions in northern 
Idaho is that he went to Idaho not to help the patriots, but to talk 
them into surrender. Gritz talked big on how the Marshal's Ser
vice provoked the confrontation, which they did, and of the citi
zens complaint he was going to file against the U.S. Marshals and 
the governor of Idaho. However, he then promptly took the oath 
of deputation to the U.S. Marshal's Service, A N D PINNED O N A 
M A R S H A L ' S B A D G E ! He took the mark of the beast. Gritz was 
then allowed to go up to the cabin and start surrender negotia
tions. 

Gritz supplied intelligence on the Weavers' status to the Mar
shals. This was how we learned that both Weaver and Harris 
were wounded, but more importantly, that Mrs, Weaver was shot 
in the head while she closed the door behind the men on Satur
day night after they dragged the boy's corpse outside to a shed. 
This was the second fire-fight that the Marshals lied about. 

Do you understand the meaning of this? On Friday night six 
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camo-clad Marshals were caught sneaking u p o n tlie Weaver 
property after dark i n tlie deep pine forest of northern Idaho w i t h 
fu l ly automatic weapons. They k i l l ed the dogs, b lew an arm off 
Hie boy and then shot h i m i n the back. This was literal murder of 
the 14 year o l d boy, w h i c h caused Harr i s to shoot veteran M a r 
shal Degan. W h a t w o u l d y o u have done? 

V i c k i Weaver was shot i n the head o n Saturday night whi le 
closing the door behind her husband and Harr is . She was i n the 
house w h e n hi t scpjare between the eyes. This means that V I C K I 
W E A V E R W A S D E L I B E R A T E L Y M U R D E R E D B Y A F E D E R A L 
O F F I C E R W I T H A S N I P E R S C O P E ! 

The bullet b lew her head off and the bone or bullet fragments 
hit Harr i s . W h a t w o u l d your chi ldren have done if they saw their 
mother's head b l o w n off? 

The Marshal 's Service n o w admits that one of i f s "sharp
shooters" k i l l ed her. V i c k i held her new-born baby i n her arms 
w h e n they b lew her head off. She fell ho lding the baby i n her 
arms. The poor weavers d idn ' t even have enough water to 
cleanse her b o d y for buria l . W h a t about that poor baby? Three 
children watched their mother's head b l o w n off by a U.S . G o v 
ernment sniper. 

Then Lt . C o l . " B o " Gr i tz arrived on the scene to negotiate a 
peaceful surrender. Gr i tz backed tl\ U.S. Government and 
betrayed the patriots because he talked them into surrendering 
after stating the original charges against them were false. 

In effect, Gr i tz asked Weaver and Harris to surrender to false 
charges. H e asked them to give i n , not the Marshal 's Service. This 
appears to have been his intent f rom the beginning, even after 
discovering the atrocities committed against the patriots. 

Wha t is even more traiterous? Weaver was one of Gri tz 's 
fel low brothers of the U.S. A r m y Special Forces. Gr i tz was his 
basic training commander. Weaver even wrote Gr i tz asking for 
help. Gr i tz d idn ' t respond. Gr i tz betrayed an oath of allegiance to 
a worthy fel low brother. Weaver even filed an affidavit i n Idaho's 
Federal District C o u r t to this effect. 

H o w could this tragedy happen i n America? H o w is it possi
ble that a fel low white m a n i n Amer ica could b l o w the arm off a 
white chi ld and then shoot h i m i n the lower back for the ki l l? 
H o w is it possible that a fe l low white m a n w o u l d a im and b l o w 
the head off of a fertile white mother clutching an 8 month o l d 
baby at hear breast? This despicable white man saw the baby 
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. through his expensive sniper scope. V i c k i was a non-combatant, 
she was just a radiant mother w i t h a chi ld at her breast. She died 
clutching her baby, even after her brains were b l o w n out. She fell 
to the floor w i t h the baby held i n her arms! 

Weaver's written statement 
Through his prospective at-' 

torney, Randy Weaver released 
the following unedited state-.' 
mentTuesday: '; • : 

I decided to come downfrom.^ 
the mountain for two reasphs: , • 
First, I didn't want my chlldrerf ' •. 

•exposed to arty further dange^f 
These girls Were very brave. 
They stayed by their dead;rnpltT-]; 
er all of those days and tool< 
care of Kevin Harris and me and 
the baby, If it weren't for therri 
we might not have made it at al[,.: 
In the end, they were afraid, 
was I, that ifwe carrleoutweSitll 
would all be kllled;,;^:: 

1 have never believed that 
could get a fair trial, in.a gbv-iSv* 
ernmonl court. I was assured ^ 
that Mr. Spence, one of the . 

• great lawyers of the country 
who has spent his life fighting ,. 
for people.and the cause of \
freedom, will see that .l^et a.;v.: 
fair trial. I believe ivir. SpencP -g; 
will see that my rights are pro-
tected. If I did not believe^hat Iv' 
would still be up therer ' ,,r l;' 

I have authorized lVlr.,Spence.; 
to undertal<e my defense un-;^?" 
derstanding that he and I sde ' 
eye to eye on very few political 
and religious issues. As a mat
ter of fact, we are poles apart in 
our beliefs. But onething he, 
and I agree on,, and thatis peo-I 
pie ought not be murdered b^rQ 
their own government. 

This case hust stand for ^6m4-' 

thing. Otherwise my darling Vicki, 
and my dear son Bam have died. 

,,for nothing. The ease ..must do 
, something fo|Jhls cpuhtry that I;: i 

love. Oth^fWise'm&rnrtia'? 1̂  ;, 
and Sam's death were wasted. 

' ,The'fadts::lr)1hfs'ca^&^re 
;|::known1o:6yeryphe.^B'^stth6^ 
:,kl I led-pur:ci(|gi^|B|^^ 

; low la,bi:theilil^^ 
son, They blew off his arm. Then 

::they shot'hirrijn;tliifesMc^ ,> 
second day they tried to elimi
nate all of the witnesses to ' 
Sam's murder. They shot me, 
and then Kevin. Finally they 

•skilled, rtiĵ ^Witeâ ^̂ ^̂  
s;ifhe'{idp#ay:Qf'6^^^ 

our baby daughter in her arms, 
;;*:She'feII with;heMrmi-sti,lJ^S 

clutching our baby; When I lifted 
herjhead,vh9ilf pf;,h^Afage;b 
been'bipwh^aW^JWfe did 'nPtri; / 

;\have efnpugk v^'afettd batB hê ^̂ ^ 
or prepare hdfbpdyJrWd k^pt 

,: herewith .yi eight iiaya;-:̂  
There Is no doubt that she was 

killed ift retaliatibn for the'deaths" 
: of the federal .bfficer^hpsfe offi
cers are all trained and'^killed In I 
shooting an identifiable; target:/;;;; 

, They are excellertt,marksman,/'-; • 
, They shot her in, .the head. This • 
was murder, a horrid,'premedi* ; 
tated murder. I expect the system 

• to do whatever it c^n to coyer: : 
this atrocity, but they knov/, and I ', 
know that what I say is true. 

This is my statement: Randy 
';'Wem/e^^•^% l̂#;*^ 
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The evidence wi l l show that the snipers' bullet were more 
than just the .223 caliber. Tlie Marshal's murderers used the clas
sic sniper bullets of 7mm or .30 caliber. The bullet holes in the 
cabin wi l l prove this out. These cartridges are military sniper 
rounds. This is how Vicki's head was blown off. 

What would the ancient warriors of the white race have done 
in times like this? What about the soldiers of the Greek phalanx 
or Roman legion? Who were these ancient warriors of the white 
race as told to us by Homer and Virgil? Why was tliere the quote, 
"tlie Glory of Greece and the Grandeur that was Rome"? Who 
were those brave men who fought tlie greatest battles fought by 
Western man? They are our ancient Aryan forefathers who cre
ated western civilization ai\d, more importantly, gave the white 
race their genes. They were the mighty warriors of history. 

What was tlie most dishonorable act that could happen to 
these warriors of the white race? Defeat. These true men pledged 
their lives to fight to their deaths for their leaders. That was the 
strength and power of the white race. Remember the Spartans 
and Romans? 

Why did these warriors pledge their lives? Because of the 
dishonor of defeat, retreat, or surrender. Tliey most honorably 
pledged their lives on the battle-field rather than die as cowards 
in retreat. This was the chivalry of the white race. We were cham
pions at war for this reason. This is why we still respect the flag 
or the standard of our allegiance, the Eagle, as did our ancient 
forefathers, the Romans. It is the same now as in ancient times 
when our men were still warriors. Have you ever pledged your 
life for anything? 

What was the most disgraceful thing that could happen to 
our ancient forefathers? Shaw death. Shaw death meant death 
with no honor, lying flat on one's back instead of being on one's 
feet swinging a sword or charging on a noble mount. With defeat, 
there was no honor^ no valor, no glory; without which, just a 
Shaw death, like a dog. To do nothing in the face of the enemy 
meant certain defeat. 

What was the most abhorrent, dishonorable, despicable act 
for our ancient warriors? It was the surrender of the wounded to 
the enemy because of the torture and ahocities they would suffer 
at the hands of their tormentos. 

Lt. Col . "Bo" Gritz has committed the most despicable crime 
known to White Aryan Warriors. - '7UDAS' G O A T GRITZ SUR-
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RENDERED THE W O U N D E D TO THE E N E M Y ! 
You murderous bastards, we're coming for you! 

Publicus Pmdentis 
® ffi © 

Augusts, 1992 
Dear Mr. Dietz: 

I have been receiving the Liberty Bell for awhile now and I 
have learned more about the world we live in. Keep up the good 
work. 

I have a story I would like to share with you. June 8, 1992 
marked the 25th anniversary of the attack on the U.S.S. Liberty by 
the government of Israel. The Israeli excuse then and now is that 
they made a mistake. They say they thought we were an Egyp
tian sliip and the attack only lasted five minutes. Our government 
accepted their excuse and at that moment the cover-up was put 
into motion. 

The real truth is the government of Israel identified us as the 
U.S.S. Liberty hours before they tried to sink us. They made at 
least thirteen separate reconnaissance flights over and around our 
ship in about a six hour period, beginning early in the morning. 
We were in international waters with calm seas and clear skies. 
Our flag was flying as always. We had freshly painted hull num
bers 10 ft. high on her bow (AGTR-5) and on the stern of our ship 
we had 'TJSS Liberty" painted, clearly readable to anyone who 
chose to look at it. Admiral Thomas Moorer, former Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs oif Staff, has said our ship was probably the ugli
est ship in the navy, which made it even easier for the Israelis to 
identify us. Tliere could have been no mistake by the Israelis. 
They knew exactiy who they were attacking, a clearly marked 
United States noncombatant intelligence ship. 

A t 2:00 P . M . the attack began with jet fighters and bombers, 
shooting rockets, canons, machine guns and dropping napalm all 
over our ship, setting us on fire. A t 2:09 P .M. a message was sent 
and received by the U.S.S. Saratoga and the U.S.S. America that we 
were under attack and needed help immediately. Captain Tully, 
skipper of the U.S.S. Saratoga, scrambled twelve aircraft to come 
to our aid only to have those lifesaving planes called back by 
President Lyndon Johnson. Our government left us out there 
alone when they knew we were under attack. The air attack con
tinued for about forty minutes leaving behind a very badly dam-
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aged ship. A t this point three Israeli torpedo boats had taken 
over. They fired a total of five torpedoes at us, one hitting star
board side, instantly killing twenty five of America's finest young 
men. The torpedo left a 40' x 40' hole in her side. The word w âs 
passed to abandon ship. We put over v^hat life rafts were still 
inflatable so we could put our wounded in them. The Israelis 
would have none of that. They blew them right out of the water 
or took tl^em aboard their boats. It was obvious no survivors 
were to be taken. The Israeli torpedo gurmven were using us as a 
target practice, shooting at our fire fighters and stretcher bearers, 
killing and maiming as many Americans as they could. The at
tack lasted about two hours. They sent helicopters with soldiers 
in full battle dress to firush us off, hovering overhead ready to 
board us. If it had not been for an incorrect radio message saying 
help was on the way, which in effect chased them off, they would 
have killed tlie rest of us. They left behind 80% of our crew dead 
or dying, (thirty-four killed and one hundred seventy one 
wounded), and a ship barely afloat with 821 rocket and canon 
holes and a forty foot hole in her side along vfiih napalm burning 
us up. No ship in history has ever received such damage by acci
dent. 

We never received any help from our government until sev
enteen hours later when help was only minutes away. Why? We 
asked this question of Admiral Isaac K i d d , Jr. who came aboard 
our ship to get the facts about what happened to us for the Naval 
Board of Inquiry. We told him what we saw the Israelis do to us. 
He told us if we ever repeated what we had told him to anyone, 
including family members, he would see to it that we would end 
up in prison, or worse. A t that moment the cover-up was put into 
motion, to keep the crew silent, not to tell what really happened. 

There are many people in and out of government who know 
it was a deliberate attack and not a case of mistaken identity as 
the Israelis have shoved down the American public's throat. Did 
President Lyndon Jolinson make a deal with Israel to sacrifice us 
with a quick kil l by Israel, sink us fast and blame it on Egypt, 
drawing the U.S. into the war? Israel would then rule all of the 
Middle East, not just the West Bank and Gaza. Why else would 
our government not send help to us if they weren't part of it? 
There is one thing our attackers didn't count on—us staying 
afloat. We threw a big monkey wrench into their plans. We never 
fired a shot at them and they still coyldn't put us on the bottom. 
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God's Chosen People still must be scratching their heads. The 
cover-up has continued for twenty-five years and our elected of
ficials in Washington refuse to look into this case for fear of of
fending their masters. 

Several years ago, two patriots, Ben and Ted Grob of Grafton, 
Wisconsin, donated a large sum of money for a library to be 
named USS LIBERTY M E M O R I A L LIBRARY. The Jewish popu
lation, not only in the Milwaukee/Grafton area, but throughout 
tlie nation did not want a library named in honor of our ship. The 
good people of Grafton stuck by the name and today it is open for 
business. On the day of the opening about forty survivors were 
there to thank the town and remember our dead shipmates who 
did not return home with us. There were tlueats made against us 
and a swat team was on tine roof top to protect us. A Navy Honor 
Guard was supposed to show up but they canceled. 

What is going on in this country has to stop. A foreign gov
ernment has taken us over and our elected officials are letting 
them do it. There has to be a fair and honest investigation into the 
Liberty affair. N o one should be allowed to get by with murder, 
including Israel. Please write to the President and Congress and 
demand an investigation. Thank you. 

Respectfully, 
Phillip F. Tourney, President 

U.S.S. Liberty Veterans Association 
Box 582, Cedaredge CO 81413 

Voice Fax 303-856-7685 
® © Sc 

Dear George: 
Thanks very much for printing my [R.E.L., Connecticut] Let

ter to the Editor on David Duke [see Liberty Bell, July 1992, page 
50]. However, there was one major omission. The word N O T was 
left out of the second paragraph. I feel this letter on Duke is quite 
important. Is there a chance you could reprint it in the next issue 
of Liberty Bell?... 

Following is the corrected paragraph: 
David Duke ended his campaign for Governor of Louisiana 

with several hundred thousand dollars "left over." In the final 
week of the race he allowed himself to be outspent on radio and 
TV by at least 100 to 1. Patriots were led to believe, "Edwards and 
the Zionists have more money," Tliat is hue. However, Duke still 
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' had a considerable sum and he was N O T spending it to defend 
himself. 

«e * » , . 

George: 
Sincere A r y a n Greetings! I hope these few words f ind y o u 

doing w e l l and remaining strong; I w i s h only Qxe best for y o u , 
your L O Y A L readers, writers and family. I am doing O K , reading 
and w o r k i n g out dai ly . W e must prepare ourselves mentally as 
wel l as physical ly. N o t only learn f rom the past, but apply what 
we have learned f rom the past for our future plans. E v e n a s tupid 
m a n can figure out h o w to prepare for battle!... 

The m a i n reason for m y w r i t i n g is that I w o u l d l ike for y o u to 
please tliank either M r s . J .D. of Canada or M r . S.R. of N e w Y o r k 
State for the subscription they so generously furnished to me and 
m y comrade Tyler . W e have been learning quite a bit f rom the 
many books that w e have bought, the Liberty Bells, and our o w n 
discussions. W e have always looked out for each other inside 
these walls , and if one of us needs something, then we d o our 
best to help out. Y o u could say that we have a little Nat ional 
Socialist government because w e al l stick together 100% and we 
are always f ighting for our race. It is very simple but it is right. 
Thank y o u very much . 

I have been spending a lot of t ime reading the different l a w 
books we have here i n our L a w Library. I am trying everything 
tliat I can to get out of this pr ison and back to the streets where 
m y efforts can show some results. I k n o w tliat if I were to be set 
free, I could do more i n one day, than I could do i n a lifetime 
w i t h i n these walls . If I come back, then so be it; at least it w i l l be 
for H E L P I N G m y race next time, not h u r d n g them. W e each must 
fight the w a y w e k n o w best. 

I must agree w i t h your writers and readers, D a v i d Duke , etc. 
are doing little for our people. Tlie reason I say this is p la in o ld 
common sense: They are p lay ing T H E I R game and as long as y o u 
are p lay ing T H E I R game y o u must go by T H E I R rules. D a v i d 
D u k e and his polit ical friends need to read Mein Kampf again 
because it seems to me that they have forgotten all that they have 
read. Tl iey are avoiding what needs to be done and they are s ly ly 
putting it into our people's heads that there is a solution to our 
problems tl irough the present system. Tlie only solution, i n m y 
opinion, is to begin putt ing into effect the Nat ional Socialist 25-
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Point Party Program (set forth i n Under the Swastika) w i t h a very 
few changes. Organize and d a m n the consequences and your 
o w n wel l being! I k n o w , as w e l l as every person i n Amer ica , what 
D u k e wants to say, what he w o u l d like to do , etc. So w h y ho ld 
back? Just do it! If he can't figure it out for himself then give h i m 
a Liberty Bell and tell h i m to read f rom these pages. Don' t tell part 
of it! Tell it all ! If he (or any of us) are shot d o w n from the table, then 
so be it... 

If there is one thing I've learned f rom being i n prison is that if 
y o u are weak y o u w i l l get r u n over i n a number of different ways. 
The only solution is to fight. I have been i n a few prison riots, and 
we wWte m e n were outnumbered o n every account b y four and 
five to one, sometimes more, and we have never stopped swinging. 
W e have not always w o n , but we have never lost. I look at this 
country as a prison because it is keeping m y people from doing 
what they are meant to do. If w e don't fight back, then w e w i l l be 
taken advantage of... 

W e l l , sir, I just wanted to thank y o u for the subscription to 
Liberty Bell. I assure y o u that your efforts w i l l not be wasted by 
me; along w i t h your books, m y comrades, and m y o w n w i l l I a m 
being m o l d e d into a fine warrior for our people. I hope to get 
some more books as soon as m y funds come through; so unt i l 
then I w i l l close. Please continue remaining the example that y o u 
are. E i n V o l k ! E i n Reich! E i n Fiihrer! 

Your brother and comrade, T.L.E., Texas 

86 « » 

Dear Dr. Oliver, Mr. Dietz, and Liberty Bell readers: 
Dr. Oliver; thank y o u for your 28 July 1992 reply to m y letter. 
I have also studied Greek and Latin and the ancient histories of 

tlie wWte races, and I find it truly painful to watch the deatli tluoes 
of m y race i n America. Ancient history is repeating itself, only the 
white race is too ignorant to see itself dying the same old death. This 
says a lot about tlie white race. Tlie white race must be defective 
because it has not learned the lessons brought forward by historians 
from ancient times. If we keep choosing self-destruction, we deserve 
to die like tlie mongrel dogs tliat we've allowed ourselves to be
come. The Jews and Negroes are absolutely right in describing tlie 
white race. Wli i te Americans are despicable and are, as a whole, a 
genetic disaster. 

H o p e f u l l y , myself and other dinosaurs of the present times 
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wil l carry on the study of far more.perfect eras than our own for 
posterity's sake. Even those "decrepit" Romans were more noble 
than this rabble of degenerate whites of today. I can only admire 
the Jews and Negroes what they have done for themselves. 

I am witnessing a creeping cancer in the patriotic movement 
tliat I cannot stem. This is the British Israel, or the now so-called 
Christian Identity movement. These people call themselves the 
racial descendants of the people of the Old Testament. These ig
norant whites take pride in calling themselves Semites(!), or tlie 
descendants of the Hebrews and Israelites of the Old Fable Book. 
I cringe every time I hear this nonsense. 

M y request is this. I hope you can start me and Liberty Bell 
readers in the right direction in countering these Christian Iden
tity dupes. Until tliey see the "biggest lie" that they have swal
lowed, they cannot find the truth. Without the trutli, tliere is little 
hope that someday the white race may unite, fight, and survive 
tlie upcoming real holocaust. 

The only good news is that when the old establishment is 
dead, hopefully, Christianity wil l die with it, along with the other 
barbarities of religion. 

Please do yourself a favor. Age.ciatches us all. The white race 
in this country doesn't deserve the monumental effort you have 
exerted trying to save it. Savitri Devi was right in her teaching 
tliat the old establishment must die in order for the white race to 
make the quantum leap into the next millennium and, hopefully, 
emerge as one of human perfection. 

Therein lies a faint glimmer of hope. If the white race does 
manage to survive in spite of its best efforts to destroy itself, it 
wil l have necessarily survived the "paradigm shift" of human 
evolution. If this should happen, then the white race wi l l have 
risen far more powerful, strong, and perfect than ever before in 
recorded history. Our Aryan souls will sing louder than ever with 
the joy of our new-found strength. 

Nothing, nothing wi l l stop us if this happens. What a glorious 
thought indeed! 

Dear Sir, drink deep of the great Life-Spirit, and enjoy. 
Publicus Prudentis 

* * * 
Dear Liberty Bell: 

Could it be possible tliat the Perot campaign was a fraud 
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from its inception, with the express purpose of enveloping and 
containing the public backlash, tying up as much time, money, 
and people as possible until it would be too late to submit an
other third party bid? Remember, the early days of the primaries 
when "none of the above" was the most favored candidate and 
tlie System was running scared? What a better safety valve than 
to provide an alternative candidate, build him up, then pull the 
rug out when i f s too late to get anyone else on a state ballot. 
What else could explain why Perot was so adamant on having as 
many people as possible before declaring his candidacy or his 
failure to produce a running mate? With his alleged millions, he 
certainly could have managed a more effective and sustained propa
ganda effort. It also seems that tlie media was just a little too fair and 
nice to such a potential tlireat to the system, even calling it a three-
way race, despite the fact that Perot had never declared. A l l of us 
over forty remember how they crucified George Wallace. Now Mes
sieurs Bush and Clinton, Demopublican clones, are the only choices 
and the great public backlash has been neutralized. Most of the 
people are probably too disgusted to ever get involved again. 

But the Perot phenomenon demonstrated that most pK)litical 
apatliy is really caused by disbelief i n the System and tliat enthu
siasm is still possible. It also showed us one more tiling. Wliether 
they wi l l admit it or not, America is looking for a strong man. 

York, Pennsylvania 

® ® 8B 

Dear George: 

...I wish, George, that one of these days you would make a 
book, or a series of Ixioks, out of all PRO'S Postscript pieces—or 
go farther back and reprint all of his articles in book form. l a m 
sure that every subscriber you have must be an Oliver fanatic and 
Would be very pleased to have back the old articles tliey were 
foolish enough to let get away. (As far as I know, I didn't ever let 
any get away. I've saved every Liberty Bell issue from way back to 
the seventies; but Td feel a lot safer if I had all the Oliver pieces 
separated out and i n a separate volume or volumes.) If everyone 
feels as I do, you could be in the black with it on pre-publication 
orders alone... 

Yours, T.K., Califbmla 

[The monthly 'Tostscripts" have already been rearranged in 
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tlie computer system for publicatioi\.in book form. Just as soon as 
ftve financial situation improves to the extent that two bank loans 
of approximately $12,000 can be liquidated, the first volume wil l 
be published—^hopefully by the end of the year, or early in 1993. 
— Are there any friends of Liberty Bell out there who could help? 
—Editor] 

e e « « . 

Dear Mr. Dietz: . 
Thank you for struggling for trutli. Liberty Bell and your book 

distribution center are both powerful weapons in your hands. 
Please find enclosed an order form which includes my monthly 
pledge. 

The recent Letter to the Editor concerning The Odinist has 
prompted me to write. For some time, I have been searching for 
articles or books that clearly state what each "right wing" or racialist 
group represents, with comparisons/contrasts between ideologies, 
goals and other details. The controlled press simply labels such 
groups "Nazi " (to be called a " N a z i " in this day and age is the 
equivalent of being marked a "witch" i n the Middle Ages). So, for a 
more reasonable approach to this topic, I turn to you, your corre
spondents, and the remarkable Dr . Oliver. I would appreciate learn
ing more about the various Aryan and White Separatist movement 
and thinkers (I include Revisionist Historians in this broad category 
because their work is often incorporated into the pro-White move
ments). 

Some organizations and individuals I would appreciate hear
ing about are: The National Alliance; The New Order; The White 
Aryan Resistance; the Aryan Nations Church; Truth Missions; the 
Institute for Historical Review; Liberty Lobby (admittedly a Pop
ulist group); Willis Carto; the late David McCalden; Dr. William 
Pierce, and Michael A . Hoffman II (a thoughtful freethinker who 
has written much about White Separatism and the Holohoax). 
There may well be significant movements and people that I have 
overlooked. I do not include some key revisionists such Ernst 
Ziindel and Dr. Robert Faurisson because I have already located 
information about them. 

In future issues of Liberty Bell I look forward to reading any 
and all comments and criticisms relatiing to the above subjects... 

Sincerely, C.S., California 
86 8B « 
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Dear Landsmann: 
I enclose a contribution to your work. Could you please send 

me several copies of the pamphlet "Who Brought the Slaves to 
America?" I loaned out my copy and never got it back; a common 
result. Of late, in New York the negroes have begun to notice that 
Jews run every black organization and that they are merely flunk
ies. Naturally, the top niggers dare do nothing about this for fear 
of losing the money the Jews allow to reach them, but the rank 
and file see it clearly and revile their bought leaders. I have a 
number of niggers ripe for this pampWet, especially since the 
Jeffries controversy. 

You wil l notice that every Jewish media outlet is beating the 
drum for the U.S. to go invade the Balkans. Thatcher and Rabin 
are at the head of the "Lets you and them fight" gang. While the 
U.S. media is spreading atrocity stories about the Serbs, the real 
U.S. policy is the same as it was in Vietinam, where the U.S. pre
tended to fight Communism but really supported their Red pup
pet regime in Hanoi. The U.S. has imposed an arms embargo 
which is designed to hamper Croat, Slovenian and Bosnian (and 
other) attempts to defend themselves from the Serbs. The Serbs 
have the Federal Army, the arms industries, and are getting arms 
from Romania and Greece while their enemies are starved. I read 
reports tiiat Croatia bought 100 Leopard tanks and several hundred 
170mm mortars from Germany. This flow of arms halted the Serb
ian offensive and shifted the fighting south to the relatively dis
armed Bosnians who are cut off from arms by the U . S . / U N flotilla 
in the Adriatic. Public permission was given for this war by Baker 
during his trip last year and ihe U.S. and British are maintairung tiiis 
war in an aH:empt to destabilize tlie Russian-German alliance which 
threatens to exclude them from tiie continent. The Jews' viceroy in 
America, Henry Kissinger, has written public editorials where he 
called for U.S. and N A T O intervention in Europe to "maintain tlie 
balance of power." In plain English, this refers to the British policy, 
since Elizabeth I, of keeping their enemies always at war so as to 
weaken tiiem that Britain can remain ascendant. Wliat this led to in 
ti^is cenhjry was W W I and W W n. Now Germany and Europe are 
getting "too strong" again and another World War is being pro
moted. 

In this connection I would like to mention some very sh-ange 
and interesting data I have picked up. According to tliis, all was 
well with the secret alliance of the U.S . /U.K. and the USSR until 
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about 1976. The one question was who would rule the New 0ew) 
World Order. The USSR refused to submit to it and both partners 
were planning to double cross each other and strike for sole rule 
later, but meanwhile all was going well. However, after W W II 
the Nationalist had never been put down as before the war when 
tlie Jews ruled supreme. The Jews were forced to share power 
with the nationalists to win the war. The execution of Beria and 
the dismantling of the 25 N K V D divisions put rule of Russia into 
Army hands. From then on a secret Christian alliance worked 
from within to overthrow the Communist Jews and finally gained 
the preponderance about 1975. They knew that open suppression 
of Jew rule over Russia would lead to an immediate world war as 
with Germany in 1939, thus all was done slowly and secretly to 
prepare for the struggle. 

Until this time Russia had been behind the U.S. militarily. 
Part of this was due, I believe, to a trick by the U.S. at Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. The U.S. had developed a first generation uranium 
bomb, a crude and heavy thing. The Germans had developed a 
second generation plutonium bomb largely because they couldn't 
afford the miles of exposed piping for U-235 extraction the U.S. built 
at Oak Ridge. Japan had been trying to surrender for three months. 
Common sense should have required keeping the atomic bomb se
cret for use in future wars. But several German plutonium bombs 
had been captured in Germany. A U.S. uranium bomb was 
dropped on Hiroshima while a German plutonium bomb was 
droppied on Nagasaki. The Soviets were allowed to believe both 
bombs were the Uranium type and the secrets of this were then 
handed over to Stalin & Co. IThis sent the USSR off on a futile chase 
for 20 years making trash Uranium bombs, leaving the USSR almost 
helpless in case of war. The U.S. switched to the German plutonium 
type bomb and never built anoHier uranium bomb or graphite mod
erated reactor after the Hanford one. 

As the Russian nationalists and Christians gained power, 
they made a secret alliance with the secret German remnants of 
Hitler's "Nazis" who now shared their technology with the Rus
sians. Thus was begun the alliance that was formalized in 1989 
and 1990 with the reunification of Germany. The first break with 
the Western Jews came in the Underwater Missile Crisis of 1976. 
During the preceding years, the Russians secretly mined all the 
coastal ports of the U.S. with atomic mines, planted by submarine 
and with short range missiles in pods placed underwater. This 
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was to ensure against a U.S. first strike on Russia once the Jews' 
loss of power became clear. Tliis was discovered in 1976 and 
produced a secret crisis which led to the so-called "Battle of the 
Harvest Moon" in 1977. A t that time tlie U.S. beam weapons base 
in the Lunar Crater Copernicus was destroyed by Russia with its 
new "Cosmospheres" and the German-Russian alliance assumed 
total control of space. 

This story sounds like fantasy but I have been able to confirm 
part of it. I happen to know a man, a Soviet Jew, formerly an 
officer in the Soviet navy, who now lives in America and took 
part in the underwater mining project. Tlie subs used were the 
same minisubs with treads which were found penetrating Swe
dish waters in tlie 80s. When you think about it, mining U.S. 
coastal cities underwater is an obvious move and one which the 
U.S can't respond to in kind due to the nature of Russia's coast. It 
has come out that the U.S. mined tlie passes from Iran to the USSR 
with atomic mines and that the U.S. I"ias "Captor" pods which can 
be planted tmderwater and can release an atomic torpedo against 
Russian sWps whose engine "signatures" are on computer file 
within tl\ pod. Remember tliat ICBMs and A-bombs are obsolete 
weapons of W W II, now a half century old. You may be sure tliere 
have been massive changes in weapons since W W 11 and tliat many 
of the most secret weapons are liidden. Two that I have heard about 
are particle beam weapons and electric propelled spacecraft, the 
latter pioneered by the Germans during W W 11. 

Since the Battle of the Harvest Moon, the U.S. has made a 
number of attempts to make a first strike on the Russians from 
bases in China (those bases are the reason for the U.S. groveling 
before the Chinese butchers), especially in 1982. The latest of 
these was only a few weeks ago during the space shuttle flight in 
July. So far each attempt has been parried and aborted. MeanwWle, 
the Russian-German alliance is now virtually open and will soon 
leave tlie Jew-rotted British and tlie Americans in tlie dust. In three 
more years tlie Germans will have largely rebuilt "East" Germany 
and will be able to get to work on Russia and Eastern Europe. Once 
these are integrated into one system, the U.S. and the United King
dom will dwindle in relative power to little dungheaps and will be 
expelled from Europe to rot under Jew Socialism/Communism and 
race mixing. 

Meanwhile, the Jews and their black and white stooges are 
being attacked by AIDS. For the first time the biological problem 
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of Jew infestation and racial decay through downbreeding are 
being handled tlirough biology rather than through political 
mear\ as other peoples have tried it. Right now the racial break
down of AIDS in the U.S. is about as follows: Black - 40%; M u 
latto - 20%; Jew - 35% (always given as "white" in statistics); 
White 5%. The whites with the disease are almost entirely fag
gots, druggies, and transfusion victims. A few whites have gotten 
the' disease trough normal sex, but they are too small in number 
to show. Actually^ there is a risk group even more all-inclusive 
than any race: Liberalism. About 98% of Americans with AIDS 
are Liberals by religion. AIDS should be renamed "Liberals Dis
ease." You can teU who has AIDS simply by seeing the kind of 
spedal treatment they get; the money lavished upon them, the non
stop media sympathy, the laws against "discrimii\ation" agairist the 
scum, etc. Remember when I saw you two years ago I said that time 
would confirm what I said about the disease being radally specific? 
Well, hasn't it? 

Incidentally, the former Surgeon General of the LT.S., C. 
Everett Koop, is telling people on the lecture circuit that the 
real number of AIDS cases is "more than ten times the offi
cial figure." He ought to know since his office collected the 
official statistics. In about three years AIDS is really going to 
take this guilty country by the throat. By 1997 we w i l l be 
where Uganda is now with whole provinces abandoned due 
to the disease and 30% to 50% of city dwellers infected. God 
speed the happy day! 

Yours tally, S.R., New York State 
8B ® SB 

Dear Sir: 
A friend has been loaning me copies of Liberty Bell to read. I 

am absolutely delighted with your magazine. Dr. Revilo Oliver's 
"Postscripts" are pure gold. VJhat a great mind and what a great 
writing talent. He reminds me of H.L . Mencken with his acid wit 
re the "boobs." 

Only a year or so ago I thought the Jews a gifted, worthwhile 
people. The treaUse "Who Rules America?" changed all that. M y 
disgust with congoids goes back to tlie late sixties. I'm so pleased 
to find many out there who share our Aryan view. 

Good Luck, E.H., Arkansas 
SB * 8B 
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Dear George: 
The following is a description of what I am doing to help our 

race. Though my method may not be as radical as others, mine 
still deserves respect for I believe that a majority of LB's subscrib
ers can relate to it. 

I am nineteen years old and I am a college student, a part-
time worker, a boyfriend to a beautiful girl, a loving son to a 
wonderful, hard-working mother and father, a friend to many, a 
registered Republican, and a devout Catholic. 

College is infuriating. If I have to listen to another Jewish 
professor professing politically correct dogma I think I shall puke. 
It is there in every subject and every class I take, be it Roman 
Archeology, Psychology, or Greek History. I must use BCE (Be
fore Common Era) ir\stead of B.C. I must address a female as 
"woman" even if I am writing about a young girl. "African 
American" is the correct term for black folk even though one of 
my friends is an Aryan from South Africa. Is she too an African-
American? 

Speaking of girls, my girlfriend embodies all of the traditional 
German virtues. What are these "German" virtues? On the out
side, she is average height, with long blond hair, and blue eyes. 
On the inside, she's a quiet respectful girl and I in turn respect 
her. She is twenty-four and works in a flower shop. She and I 
make it a habit to save a large portion of our paychecks for our 
future. We attend church every Sunday. 

Many of LB's subscribers are atheists and I don't want to piss 
them off, but think about tliis. Germany is half Catholic, half 
Lutheran, and Austria is almost all Catholic. Religion is an impor
tant brick in the structure of white America and it is false to 
believe one can pull that brick and replace it with racial-con
sciousness. Racial-consciousness is the mortar that holds the other 
bricks, including religion, steadfast and strong. 

Other traditions that contribute to the structure of white 
America are registering for the draft and registering to vote. The 
U.S. has screwed up in every war'except the Revolutionary War. 
We've fought the Germans twice and even fought ourselves once, 
but I don't care. This country still honors, with a few terrible 
exceptions, freedom. Try wearing a swastika in Germany. You 
will be thrown in jail and fined $700.! That is German law. I 
intend to fight for freedom in spite of the foul Jewish effort to 
restrict freedoms of such as speech, expression, and the right to 
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bear arms. 
White Americar\ must also vote. I don't care that there is no 

one political party I could put my heart and soul into. Vote for the 
party and person that most resembles your beliefs and then pres
sure him to do his job in our interests. I don't believe in every
thing tlie president says, but I don't believe everytliing the Bible 
says, or what Mein Kampf says either. I support most of what 
George Bush does, and most of what the Bible says, and most all 
of what Mein Kampf states. Tliat is why I vote. 

To be a true Aryan in America you must dress appropriately. 
I have blond hair and green eyes. I wear a ring given to me from 
my Aryan girl. M y draft card and my voter registration card 
which reads "Republican" are both tucked into my wallet. The 
Christian crucifix hangs from my neck. Finally, hanging lower 
tlian the crucifix but still worn proudly, is the red, white, and 
black—the symbol of racial-consciousness: the swastika. Heil! 

God bless, M.B., Maryland 
* SB 8B 

Good News from Massachusetts! 
It is fitting that out of Massachusetts, the most hypocritical 

state in the Union, should now come a legal statement or plead
ing that explains the state of its hypocrisy and that of the Federal 
government. 

In my federal lawsuit, David Wayfield vs. Town of Tisbury 
(my hometown), Civi l Action No. 92-11461S, a big Boston law 
firm representing Tisbury has written: "Wayfield identifies him
self merely as a Christian European-American which is not a 
Constitutionally-protected Icass." 

At last! Ifs out in the open! And I am delighted. We in the 
movement were moved by our enemies treating us like second 
class citizens. But our friends couldn't get a handle on this. 

So I was quick to try out this new knowledge by saying to a 
friend: 'The law firm of Roche, Carens & Degiacomo have de
clared that according to our laws you Christian European-Ameri
cans are secoiid class citizens." I quickly gave her the details and she 
immediately blurted out, "I am outraged," and went on at length in 
that vein. 

Wonderful! It makes it easier to communicate. The enemy 
becomes visible to the uncommitted. 

I am suing my home town for conspiracy to deprive me of 
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% my civil rights over a period of years. I have challenged the "dis-
i tinguished" mind-molders here from the national media and 

their local stooges, which has led to Zionist violence against me 
including an attempt to murder me by trying to inject something 
into my arm. Town officials have kowtowed to the Zionist com
munity by discriminating against me and even banning me from 
the local library, followed by a malicious prosecution for a year 
"under the color of law" by the chief of police. 

I am all alone against a Goliath who shows signs of weaken
ing. I am cordial with my adversaries and I hear in their voice and 
see on their faces—shame, and no longer the self-assured arro
gance. 

Among the remedies I will seek from this lawsuit is that tlie 
citizens here in Tisbury on the island of Martha's Vineyard be 
informed about the issues involved in this case by appropriate 
mailings from the town government—and thus overcome the 
press blackout here. 

Being a veteran of World War 11,1 want my library to stock 
dissenting books, videos and newsletters by the revisionists. 

I want a free and open society so our library and school can 
promote criticisam of the Zionist-approved Gentile 'leaders" on, 
this island: CBS's Walter Cronkite, New York Times columnist 
James Reston, novelist John Hersey, historian David McCuUough 
and novelist William Styron. These Gentiles have spent their lives 
prostituting themselves for Israel and the Zionists, and I want 
them exposed. 

I want people to be free to say with me to die local Zionists, 
Mike Wallace, Art Buchwald, Katherine Graham, Carly Simon, et al: 
"Look, we don't need your highly-publicized and piddling charities; 
what we want is to get Israel and you Zionists off our backs." 

Above all, I want the malicious corruption of our children in 
the local school and library to stop. And I want the Zionist pub
lishers and tlieir goy stooges exposed for their genocidal brain
washing of our children into believing lies about their heritage 
and thus stunting their development towards joyful and respon
sible adulthood. 

As the only anti-Zionist dissenter on Martha's Vineyard, I 
hope there is a good lawyer somewhere to help me fight this case 
all the way to the Supreme Court until we get a ruling tliat all 
civil rights laws are null and void that relegate us to second class 
citizenship. 
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A n d so, onward Christian soldiers. We are winning battles, 
and we will win the war. 

David Wayfield, P.O. Box 699 
Vineyard Haven, M A 02568 — 508-693-4609 

* * 8B 

Dear Editor: 
• In your July 1992 issue, in Dr. Oliver's article, he writes about an 

article that appeared in the Journal of the American Medical Associ
ation concerning the new book tliat has been written by Dr. Charles 
Crenshaw of Dallas. The book is titled, JFKConspiracy of Silence. Dr. 
Crenshaw explains why he and tlie odier doctors have remained 
silent about t l w treating of JFK when he was shot in Dallas. 

I ask that Dr. Oliver please read the book and write a review 
of it as the A M A Journal article is wrong in so many instances that 
I am not going to go into it all. They did it deliberately, who 
knows why. They refer to the hospital as Lakeland. Everyone 
over 45 should remember it was Parkland. 

Dr. Crenshaw is tired of all the cover-ups and has done a mar
velous job of telling us what went on in Trauma Room #1 when JFK 
was brought there. You can read about how the Secret Service men 
and tlieir actions were a threat to the doctors and nurses. 

Dr, Crenshaw and his team had treated many victims of gun 
shot wounds and they certainly knew what an entry wound was 
and what was an exit wound. You would think the Warren Com
mission would want to interview the doctors, but...read the book. 

The A M A Journal refers to Jacqueline Kennedy as "almost 
hysterical." H o w odd? I got the picture she was in a very quiet 
state of shock from what she had just experienced. Why does the 
A M A Journal write such a thing? 

Dr. Crenshaw and his team treated Lee Harvey Oswald when 
he was brought to Parkland Hospital after being shot by Jack 
Ruby. Tl-iey kept him alive for an hour in the hopes of saving him 
in order to tell what he knew, During that hour Dr. Crenshaw 
received a sh-ange phone call from the new President Lyndon B. 
Johnson. Do you want to know what his orders were? Read the 
book. If your book store does not have it, you can order it from 
New American Library, P.O. Box 999, Bergenfield, NJ 07621. The 
price is $4.99 plus $2.00 to cover postage and handling. 

Yours truly, 
Mrs. N.C. T., Georgia 
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K E E P T H E LIBERTY BELL R I N G I N G ! 

Please remember: Our Fight is Your fight! Donate whatever you 
can spare on a regular-monthly or quarterly-basis. Whether it is 
$2., $5., $20., or $100. or more, rest assured it is needed here and 
will be used in our common struggle. If you are a businessman, 
postage stamps in any denomination are a legitimate business ex
pense—and we need and use many of these here every m o n t h -
and will be gratefully accepted as donations . 

Your donations will help us spread the Message of Liberty and 
White Survival throughout the land, by making available additional 
copies of our printed material to fellow Whites who do not yet know 
what is in store for them. 

Order our pamphlets, booklets, and, most importantly, our 
reprints of revealing articles which are ideally suited for mass dis
tribution at reasonable cost. Order extra copies of Liherty Bell for 
distribution to your circle of friends, neighbors, and relatives, urging 
them to subscribe to our unique publication. Our bulk prices are 
shown on the inside front cover of every issue of Liberty Bell. 

Pass along your copy of Liberty Bell, and copies of reprints you 
obtained from us, to friends and acquaintances who may be on our 
"wave length," and urge them to contact us for more of the same. 

Carry on the fight to free our White people from the shackles of 
alien domination, even if you can only join our ranks in spirit. You 
can provide for this by bequest. The following are suggested forms 
of bequests which you may include in your Last Will and Testament: 

1.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell 
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the sum of $ , . . 
. . . . for general purposes. 

2.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell 
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the following 
described property for general purposes. 

DO YOUR PART TODAY-HELP FREE OUR WHITE 
RACE FROM ALIEN DOMINATION! 


